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ABSTRACT 

Crystallization from supercritical fluids was studied as a nontoxic, noncon

taminating alternative to conventional techniques for purification and size manipu

lation of pharmaceutical solids. To proceed with crystallization solubilities of several 

pharmaceutical compounds in supercritical carbon dioxide were experimentally de

termined and modeled using solid-vapor phase equilibria. The compounds studied 

included benzoic acid, salicylic acid, aspirin, griseofulvin, and digoxin among others. 

A high pressure crystallizer was constructed and operated in batch and continuous 

modes. Supersaturation was generated by various schemes, such as optimal pressure 

reduction and salting-out. It was determined that, depending on the cry!';tal1ization 

scheme, particles can be produced at submicron as well as large sizes. Particle nu

cleation and growth rates from saturated supercritical solutions were estimated and 

the product size distributions were simulated using the population balance theory. 

Observations were made regarding habit and morphology of particles nucleated &"1.d 

grown at supercritical conditions. 

------ - --------



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

12 

Crystal habit, morphology, and size distribution affect many aspects of the 

end use of solid products. When the solid compound is a pharmaceutical drug 

such effects often become critical. Solids mechanical properties, such as powder 

flow (Danish and Parrott, 1971), mixing (Carstensen and Patel, 1975), interparticle 

cohesion (Van Der Zwan and Siskens, 1982), dewatering and packing density (Ran

dolph and Larson, 1988; Fowler and Glastonbury, 1959), and interfacial properties 

such as wettability (Randolph and Larson, 1988) are all functions of crystal habit, 

morphology, and size distribution. There are also significant effects on comminution 

(llidgway and Rupp, 1969), compaction (York, 1983; Shell, 1963), and dissolution 

rates (Florence et al., 1974, chiou et al., 1976, Naggar et al., 1980, Morita et al., 

1984). This latter topic is especially important since it affects the bioavailability of 

some orally administered pharmaceutical drugs. Product habit, morphology, and 

size distribution are in turn greatly affected by the crystallization (or precipitation) 

process involved in making the solid products. 

The objective of this study is to develop techniques for crystallizing phar

maceutical and biochemical compounds from supercritical fluids. Specifically we at

tempted to develop a crystallizer operated at supercritical conditions and simulate 

conventional crystallization objectives of particle size manipulation and purification. 

Furthermore we attempt to answer some significant process questions: 

• Do conventional nucleation and growth processes occur in a saturated su

percritical solution? 

• Is primary nucleation the dominant mechanism by w~ich solids are pro

duced or does secondary nucleation playa role? 
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• Will conventionallayer-by-Iayer growth mechanisms occur in a supersatu

rated SF solution? 

• Does crystal agglomeration occur in the SF crystallizer? Would crystals 

iorm as a ring on the crystallizer wall or agglomerate on the baffies? 

• Is supercritical crystallization of solid pharmaceutical compounds a prac

tical alternative to conventional techniques for manipulating their size dis

tribution? 

• Can crystallization at supercritical conditions be used for separation pur

poses to obtain high purity solid drugs? 

Any substance can be in solid, liquid, or gaGeous form depending on the 

temperature and pressure under which it exists. IT the system temperature and 

pressure surpass the critical point for that substance, it becomes a supercrit.icru fluid. 

The critical point for a compound can be thought of as the particular temperature 

and pressure at which the liquid-vapor phase boundary disappears. After the critical 

point, ie at higher temperatures and pressures there is only one "supercritical" 

phase present. The critical temperatures and pressures of substances vary widely. 

For example carb<;>n dioxide becomes supercritical at 31.1°C and 73.8 bar while 

water would have to be heated to 374.2° and pressurized to 220.5 bar. The physical 

properties of a substance at supercritical conditions are somewhat in between the 

properties it exhibits as a liquid or a gas. For example SF C02 at 318 K and 240 bar 

has a density of about 0.8 g/cm3 while its viscosity is about 10-1 cp and its mass 

diffusivity is in the order of 10-4 cm2 Is. These values can be compared with those 

for water at ambient conditions, namely a density of 1.0 g/cm3 , viscosity of 1 cp, 

and mass diffusivity in the order of 10-5 cm2 Is. For a gas at ambient temperature 

these numbers become 0.001 g/cm3 , 10-2 cp, and 10-1 cm2 Is. We can clearly see 

that a supercritical fluid has a considerable density at high pressures. Given the 
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fact that fluid density is a good measure of solvent power we ~xpect supercritical 

fluids to be much better solvents than their respective gases. 

Supercritical CO2 was chosen as the crystallization medium in this study. 

It is a non-toxic, non-contaminating gas which becomes supercritical at close to 

ambient temperature (Tc=31.rC). Common organic solvents such as benzene and 

toluene are not only tmcic but also have high cdtical temperatures (289.0°C and 

318.6°C respectively). Consequently they can not be used for solubilizing thermally 

labile substances. The critical temperatures of many other solvents, such as wa

ter, are prohibitively high (Tc = 374.2°C). Therefore supercritical CO2 might be 

an ideal crystallizing medium for thermally labile pharmaceutical and biochemical 

compounds. 

Several crystallization strategies such as batch and continuous operations; 

seeded and unseeded crystallization; pressure reduction within the SF phase as well 

as to atmospheric pressure (rapid expansion); and salting out crystallization at 

isobaric-isothermal conditions were attempted on model compounds. The effects of 

these various processes on product habit, morphology, and crystal size distribution 

were observed. 

The remainder of this chapter surveys the literature associated with super

critical fluids. There has been a great deal of interest associated with supercritical 

fluid technology in many fields. We have categorized them as thermodynamic stud

ies, reactions at supercritical conditions, crystallization at supercritical conditions, 

selective extraction, pharmaceutical applications of supercritical ..fluid technology, 

and finally miscellaneous applications and review articles. 

The remaining segments of this dissertation cover the following: 
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• Chapter 2 considers the theoretical aspects of the study. It is divided into 

two segments, population balance and phase equilibria. 

• Chapter 3 describes the apparatus used in this study and summarizes var

ious solubility studies. 

• Chapters 4 and 5 discuss various techniques by which supersaturation was 

brought about in the high pressure crystallizer. 

• Chapter 6 describes a novel purification technique attempted to separate 

salicylic acid from aspirin in supercritical fluid mixtures. 

• Chapter 7 is a study on a systematic technique for selection of a proper co

solvent which enhances nonvolatile solids solubility in supercritical fluids. 

• Chapter 8 concludes this work. Recommendations are made regarding the 

prospects of supercritical technology as it pertains to pharmaceutical com

pounds. Recommendations are also made regarding possible directions for 

future research in this area. 

Ct Several appendices are provided at the end of this work. They provide 

detailed information on several topics. It was felt that their exclusion from 

the main l?ody of the dissertation would make the text easier to read. 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

The first study of critical phenomenon was performed by Andrews (1869) in 

which the critical point of carbon dioxide was determined. Following this original 

discovery, the compressibility behaviour of various fluids was studied. Amagat 

published a table of compressibility for 13 fluids in 1893. Since then numerous 

studies have been performed on the P-V-T behaviour of fluids. The most extensive 
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ones are by Bridgman (1949 and 1964). These works are still in use today as 

references. 

The first reported case of solids-supercritical fluid (SF) interaction was by 

Haney and Hogarth (1879). They observed that supercritical CO2 was a remark

ably better solvent than its gaseous form. The topic of supercritical CO2 as a 

solvent was revived in recent decades by Tsekhaskya et al. (1964). In this study 

naphthalene solubility in SF CO2 and ethylene was experimentally determined at 

various pressures and temperatures. Muirbrook and Prausnitz (1965) studied the 

phase behaviour of a CO2-N2-02 mixture. Chueh and Prausnitz (1967) extended 

the work of Tsekhanskaya et al. and applied phase equilibria principles to describe 

vapor-liquid interactions at high pressure. These studies later became important 

as the idea of a "co-solvent" was introduced as a means of enhancing solid solubil

ity in supercritical fluids. A co-solvent is typically a low molecular weight organic 

liquid (e.g., methanol, ethanol, etc.) added in 3-5 mole/mole concentration to the 

SF which can greatly enhance solute solubility it the mixture. Many of the recent 

adv-allces in modelling thermodynamic behaviour of multi component mixtures at 

high pressures, su~ as development of appropriate mixing rules, can be attributed 

to these studies. Chueh and Prausnitz later combined their work into book form 

(1971). Gupta et al. (1973) studied the solubility of alcohols in compressed gases. 

In their work the solubility of ethanol was determined experimentally in compressed 

helium, hydrogen, argon, methane, ethylene, ethane, carbon dioxide, and nitrous 

oxide. Some of these gases were at sub critical temperatures and hence can not be 

termed "supercritical fluids" . 

The scientific literature in recent years abounds with studies on supercritical 

fluid mixtures. These studies can be classified as follows: 

-_ ...... _ ........ _ .. _. _. __ . -------
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Thermodynamic Studies 

The vast majority of the published works come under this heading. In 

practically all of these studies SF CO2 is passed through a packed bed of the solid of 

interest. The fluid dissolves some solid and carries it out of the high pressure vessel. 

Upon expansion to atmospheric pressure the solid is precipitated, collected in a trap 

and weighed. The expanded fluid is then passed through a wet test meter. The solids 

solubility is thus detennined directly. New, as well as conventional, thermodynamic 

models are then utilized to describe the solid-fluid interactions. The best example 

of such works is perhaps that of Kurnik et al. (1981). In this study the solubilities of 

different organic solids such as phenanthrene, 2-3, and 2-6, dimethylnaphthalene in 

supercritical CO2 and ethylene were measured. Johnston et al. (1982) studied the 

solubility of nonpolar hydrocarbons in CO2 , ethylene, and ethane. Similar studies 

include Mackay and Paulitis (1979), Krukonis and Kurnik (1985), MacHugh and 

Paulitis (1980, Van Leer and Paulaitis (1980). These investigators realized that for 

many solid solutes, the solubility in a pure supercritical fluid is quite low. As a 

result efforts were concentrated on enhancing the SF solvent power via addition of 

trace amounts of liquid organic co-solvents. Dobbs et al. (1986) reported increased 

solubilities of nonpolar hydrocarbons in SF CO2 due to addition of a few mole 

percent of nonpolar liquid co-solvents. Dobbs et al. (1987) performed similar 

experiments using polar co-solvents. They reported solubility enhancement up to 

a factor of 6 as a result of co-solvent addition. Larson and King (1986) also report 

similar findings for the solubility of high molecular weight organic solutes (e.g. 

pharmaceuticals) in SF CO2 , 

Modeling of 8upercritical mixture phase behaviour is a difficult thermody

namic problem. Many of the simple rules and assumptions which are applicable 
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at low pressures need to be modified. A number of valuable theoretical studies 

have been performed to facilitate modelling of SF extraction and retrograde con

densation and precipitation. Park et al. (1987) analyzed such processes via sta

tistical mechanics. Kwak and Mansoori (1986) developed mixing rules for cubic 

equations of state applicable to SF extraction modeling. Mansoori and Ely (1985) 

developed density expansion mixing rules for modeling mixture phase behaviour at 

high pressure. Harvey and Prausnitz (1989) have studied the thermodynamics of 

high pressure aqueous systems containing gases and salts. de Pablo and Prausnitz 

(1988) considered the thermodynamics of liquid-liquid equilibria in the critical re

gion. Debendetti and Kumar (1988) studied the molecular basis of temperature 

effects in supercritical extraction. Johnston et al. (1989) have written a review 

article on. the predictive nature of thermodynamic models of supercritical mixtures. 

Reactions at Supercritical Conditions 

Supercritical fluids have typically been studied as extraction or purification 

media. There have been a number of studies, however, in which the focus has been 

on chemical reactions at SF conditions. One of the earliest is a patent by Krase and 

Lawrence (1946) describing ethylene polymerization in supercritical fluids. What 

makes a supercritical fluid attractive as a reaction medium is its unusual physical 

properties, namely liquidlike density coupled with gaslike diffusivity and viscosity. 

This allows bigh concentrations of reactants to come together with minimal mass 

transfer resistance. In addition, by dissolving all the reactants in one supercrit

ical medium, a heterogenous reaction can be converted into a homogeneous one, 

thereby eliminating interphase mass transfer limitations. Reaction products may 

be selectively removed from the reaction mixture through pressure or temperature 

adjustments, therefore reducing the chances of unwanted chain reactions in which 
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the desired products may be consumed. Some investigators have even reported 

that in a SF medium, some reactions become more selective while others proceed 

at higher rates. Subramaniam and McHugh (1986) suggest that increased reaction 

rates in SF is due to efficient free radical formation. 

An important consideration in designing reactions at 8upercritical con

ditions should be a thorough phase study of the reactant-catalyst-product mix

ture. In some systems, multiphases can form, resulting in heterogeneous reactions. 

Ehrlich and Mortimer (1970) report that some of the kinetic studies on polymer

ization of ethylene at high pressure are flawed, since the reaction was in reality 

heterogeneous. The investigators had modelled them as homogeneous. IT the reac

tion products have different functional groups than the starting materials then the 

formation of a separate phase is probable (McHugh and Krukonis, 1986). The exis

tence of separate phases could have a positive side effect if a separation step could 

be combined with the chemical reaction. Alexander and Paulaitis (1984) describe 

the reaction of isoprene with maleic anhydride in a SF CO2 medium in which the 

product is a solid. Hence, it is theoretically possible to design efficient reaction

separation scheme~ for many processes. In one scheme SF CO2 was periodically 

passed over a catalyst bed, dissolving the unwanted organic residue which lead to 

catalyst deactivation (Modell et al., 1978). This scheme is called "activated carbon 

regeneration" and has been widely studied (Recasens et al., 1989; Tan and Liou, 

1989). 

In addition to SF CO2 , other compounds have been used as reaction media. 

Herrich et al. (1988) used SF CClt to accelerate chlorination of alumina. Koll and 

Metzger (1978) studied thermal degradation of cellulose and chitnin in SF acetone. 
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Randolph et al. (1988) performed enzymatic oxidation reactions in a SF 

CO2 medium. This work will be discussed further as it pertains to the applica

tion of SF technology to pharmaceutical and biochemical fields. Triday and Smith 

(1988) studied the SF extraction-reaction of a solid component from a bed of porous 

particles. Tan and Liou (1989) studied the flow patterns of SF CO2 in a packed 

bed. These works should contribute to design and modelling of chemical reactors 

operated at supercritical conditions. 

Crystallization at Supercritical Conditions 

Thermodynamic studies can entail solid solubility measurements in super

critical fluids. In such studies the SF is passed through a packed bed of the solid of 

interest. The outgoing saturated solution is then expanded to atmospheric pressure, 

thus precipitating the solute. This process can be termed "crystallization". SF nu

cleation was reported in the literature as far back as 1879 by Haney and Hogarth 

who observed formation of a "snow" or "frost" upon pressure reduction of the SF 

solution. 

In most th~rmodynamic studies, investigators did not study the solid forma

tion process or the properties of the solid products. Rather they were concerned with 

the thermodynamic properties of the SF solution. Recently Paulaitis et al. (1982), 

in their detailed review of advances is SF applicat.ions, have suggested SF nucleation 

as a means of redistributing crystal size. They also suggest that such a process might 

prove to be superior to conventional size reduction techniques which might contam

inate the products or degrade thermally labile compounds. McHugh and Krukonis 

(1986) discuss particle size reduction of five different solids. In all cases signifi

cant size reduction was achieved without solids degradation. They suggest that 

such a technique might be most applicable to certain dyes, explosives, biological 
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compounds and chemical intermediaries used in solid-gas reaction schemes. Larson 

and King (1986) also suggest SF crystallization as the final step for extraction of 

biochemical compounds. The applicability of SF crystallization to phannaceutical 

compounds will be discussed in a later section. 

A number of studies have been performed on the size distribution, crystal 

habit and morphology of particles formed from SF expansion. Petersen et al. (1986) 

report formation of fine powders as well as thin films of solids upon expansion from 

SF medium. Supercritical H2 0 and NH3 were used to solubilize different solutes 

including Si02 , SiN4 , polystyrene, and polycarbosilane .. Mohammad et al. (1988) 

discuss product habit and morphology produced by SF expansion. A novel scheme 

was reported by Galloway et al. (1988) in which SF CO2 was used as an anti

solvent to expand a solute saturated liquid, thereby causing solids precipitation. 

They report formation of various shaped and sized particles depending on the rate 

of CO2 addition. 

Selective Extraction 

Practically: all the commercial applications of SF technology pertain to this 

section. Decaffeination of coffee beans has been an industrial sized operation for over 

a decade. Several patents were filed regarding this subject in the 1970's. Practically 

all take advantage of the selective solvent power of SF CO2 and SF CO2 saturated 

with water. In most processes the caffeine concentration in coffee beans can be 

reduced to 0.06 weight % from an original 1-2 weight %. The same technology 

may apply to solutes which are chemically similar to caffeine, namely nicotine and 

morphine. 

A study which demonstrates the potential of supercritical fluids in the area 

of extraction is that of Brady et al. (1987) who took advantage of the ability of 
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SF CO2 to solubilize heavy molecular weight organics to extract toxic chemicals 

from contaminated soils. In their study they were able to remove 70 percent of 

2,2-bis{p-chlorophenyl)-1,1,1-trichloroethane (DDT), 75 % of toxaphene, and 90 % 

of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's) existing in a sample of contaminated soil, all 

by passing SF CO2 through the system for 1 to 10 minutes. CO2 is an inert and 

nontoxic solvent and leaves no solvent residue in soil. In a similar study Brignole 

et al. (1987 ) were able to recover alcohols from aqueous solutions using SF CO2 • 

SF CO2 might playa leading role in future soil and waste water cleanup efforts. 

Another application of selective extraction is in separation of one compo

nent from a solid mixture based on the existence of retrograde solubility regions. 

For a separation process to be successful, a difference in solubility behaviour be

tween various solutes in the SF must exist. At SF conditions there are pressure 

and temperature regions in which the solubility of one solute may increase with 

temperature while the solubility of another might decrease. Several studies have 

been performed in order to identify these "retrograde" regions in the phase plane. 

Kelley and Chimowitz (1989) determined retrograde solubility regions, also called 

cross-over regions" for a mixture of benzoic acid and 1,1Q-decanediol in SF CO2 • 

Chimowitz et aI. (1988) and Chimowitz and Pennisi (1986) studied retrograde be

haviour in SF using thermodynamic stability theory. They found "necessary and 

sufficient" conditions for the existence ofretrograde behaviour in a multicomponent 

solute system in SF. Johnston et al. (1987) separated a mixture of 2,3 and 2,6-

dimethynaphthalene by retrograde crystallization from supercritical CO2 • Ikushima 

et al (1989) selectively extracted oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acid methyl esters from 

their mixtures using SF CO2 • Schaeffer et al (1988) demonstrated the extraction 

of Crotalaria spectabilis in the cross-over region. A study has been performed by 

._.- --- .. _-------_._-----
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Silventoiene et al. (1987) in which they propose separation of optical isomers using 

supercritical fluids. However, they offer no data. 

Other investigators have studied the solubility behaviour of solid mixtures 

in SF (Krukonis and Kurnik, 1985; Kurnik and Reid, 1982; Chang and Morrel, 

1985). These studies might lead to viable separation processes. In some of these 

studies an interesting solubility behaviour was observed. The solubility of a non

volatile solute in a supercritical flu,id can increase dramatically due to the presence 

of a second, more volatile, solute (Kurnik and Reid 1985). This phenomenon could 

become the basis for solubility enhancement of nonvolatile compounds in SF. 

The physical characteristics of supercritical fluids, such as large diffusivity 

and high mass transfer rates, have made them attractive in gas chromatography. 

Giddings (1968), Klesper (1978), Ashraf-Khorassani and Taylor (1988), Charpentier 

and Sevenants (1988), and Smith (1988) have discussed the use of supercritical 

fluids in gas chromatography. A novel use of supercritical fluids has been to take 

advantage of their high difi'usivity and utilize them as sorption media to uniformly 

deposit certain organics, such as toluene, in solid polymers (Shim and Johnston, 

1989). Smith (198~) discuss various uses of supercritical fluids in this field. 

Pharmaceutical Applications of Supercritical Fluid Technology 

Paulaitis et al. (1983), in their review of SF technology, mention redistri

bution of solids particle sh~e distribution via SF nucleation. They state that SF 

nucleation offers the potential to change size distribution without the limitation 

inherent in grinding and precipitation from solutions, such as temperature effects 

and co-precipitation of impurities. Such techniques might have their greatest use 

in the pharmaceutical field in which many compounds which are thermally labile or 

are sensitive to contamination by organic solvents, might be precipitated with SF. 
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Current technology for particle size reduction, such as milling or grinding, 

can have adverse effects on crystalli~e drugs. For example the erratic bioavailability 

of digoxin, a cardiac glycoside, has been attributed to variability in its size and crys

tallinity (Chiou and Kyle, 1979; Black and Loverin, 1977). Such changes were the 

result of the milling process which was used to reduce the solid particie size. Pheny

toin is an anticonvulsant antiepileptic drug with erratic absorption rates. Yakou et 

al., 1984, have established the particle size dependency of phenytoin dissolution 

rate on human bioavailability and have attempted solid dispersion in a gel in or

der to overcome some of the problems associated with this drug. Griseofulvin, an 

antifungal antibiotic, has a low solubility in water. Thus its dissolution rate (and 

hence bioavailability) is poor. It has been observed that particle size reduction of 

griseofulvin improves its bioavailability (Atkinson et aI., 1962). Freeze-drying from 

a benzene solution has been used to reduce particle size (Suzuki et aI., 1982). How

ever, benzene contamination is a consequence of this process. Kaneniwa and Otsuka, 

1985, reported that upon grinding the more therapeutically active polymorphs of 

chloramphenicol palmitate transformed to the more stable, less active form. Otsuka 

and Kaneniwa, 198.4, report that the decomposition point of cephaIexin was lowered 

by 30°C upon grinding. Freeze-drying cephaIexin from a saturated distilled water 

solution resulted in noncrystalline form of the drug (Otsuka and Kaneniwa, 1983). 

Sekiguchi et al., 1980, have attempted size reduction of sulfathiazole via heat tran

sition from a to {J form. However to achieve better size reduction, they then had 

to ball mill the f3 ferm of sulfathiazole. 

In all the above cases particle size reduction via SF nucleation and crystal

lization might prove to be superior processes. 

Few articles have been published regarding the application of SF technology 

to particle size distribution, perhaps due to the proprietary nature of the research 
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performed in most pharmaceutical companies (McHugh and Krukonis, 1986). Two 

publications, however, have addressed the use of SF fluids for production of small 

drug particles. Loth and Hemgesberg (1984) micronized phenacetin via SF expan

sion in CO2 and trifluoromethane, as well as by conventional jet milling. Phenacetin 

powders produced in all cases showed identical melting points, differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) diagrams, and densities (ie no polymorphic variations were ob

served). However the materials differed in their particle forms and their surface 

areas. The authors report that the highest surface area (ie smallest particle size) 

was achieved via expansion from trifluoromethane and the lowest by jet milling. 

This suggests that drug micronization via SF expansion might be superior to jet 

milling. Tavana et al. (1989) have developed a systematic technique for selection 

of co-solvent with might increase the solubility of pharmaceutical compounds in 

supercritical fluids. Such co-solvent might increase the productivity of SF crystal

lization scheme. Tavana and Randolph (1989) have demonstrated the relationship 

between supersaturation generation and product size distribution at supercritical 

conditions. Chang and Randolph (1989) studied the micronization of {3 carotene 

via expansion fro~ SF ethylene. 

Another application of SF technology to the pharmaceutical field might be 

in extraction of pharmaceutically useful biomolecules from natural sources, This 

aspect of SF technology was demonstrated two decades ago by Giddings (1968) and 

Giddings et al. (1969). In these studies high pressure gas chromatography experi

ments were performed using supercritical fluids to separate nonvolatile species. The 

authors were able to measure relative migration of various compounds in ammonia 

and CO2 • Relative migration is an indication of the affinity (or solubility) of a 

compound in the carrier gas. Q and {3-carotene, guanine, cholesterol, ergosterol, 

lanosterol, cortison, and hydrocortisone were reported to migrate "moderately" or 
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"well" in SF CO2 • The operating pressure for most of these experiments was pro

hibitively high (1350 atm). The supercritical mixture was compressed propane with 

acetone as entrainer (co-solvent). Stahl and Schilz (1978) and Stahl et al. (1978) 

studied the dissolution of various sugars and amino-acids in SF CO2 • They reported 

these solubilities to be low, even at pressures as high as 2500 bar. Peter and Brun

ner (1978) separated monoglycerides from a mixture of oleic glycerides at 110°C 

and 135 bar. Weder (1984) exposed proteins and amino-acids to SF CO2 to study 

the extractive capability of supercritical fluids. Some proteins were partially frag

mented in the presence of SF CO2 saturated with water. Larson and King (1986) 

solubilized mevinolin, imipenem and efrotomycin in SF CO2 • They also enhanced 

solid solubility via co-solvent addition. Ikushima et al. (1989) studied selective 

extraction of oleic, linoleic, linolenic acid methyl esters from their mixtures with 

SF CO2 • Such organic compounds are valuable in food and pharmaceutical indus

tries and can be extracted from natural sources. Enzyme-catalyzed reactions at 

supercritical conditions may prove to have applications for the production of phar

maceutical compounds. Randolph et al. (1988) performed the enzymatic oxidation 

of cholesterol to cholest-4-ene-3-one using SF CO2 as the reaction medium. They 

also reported an increase in the oxidation rate as small amounts of co-solvents (tert

and iso-butanol) were added to the reaction mixture. Eggers (1978) suggested a 

large scale industrial plant for extraction of natural products with supercritical car

bon dioxide. Koll and Metzgel' (1978) studied thermal degradation of cellulose and 

chitin in supercritical acetone. Cygnarowicz et al. (1989) studied the equilibrium 

solubilities of (3 - carotene in supercritical CO2 and proposed a process to extract 

it from natural sources (1989). (3-Carotene, a precursor to vitamin A, is a lipid

soluble, orange pigment present in flowers, fruit,roots of plants, and in fungi and 
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bacteria. Ohgaki et al. (1989) studied the extraction of a-tocopherol, palmitic acid, 

and tripalmitin using SF CO2, 

Miscellaneous 

One of the earliest applications of dense CO2, both sub and supercritical, 

has been in enhanced oil recovery. Hong and Kobayashi (1987) have studied the 

multicomponent vapor-liquid equilibria associated with processing of gas issuing 

from a CO2 enhanced oil recovery. Heller (1985), Heller et al., (1985 a and b) , Lee 

and Heller (1988), have studied various aspects of the use of dense carbon dioxide 

to replace oil in underground reservoirs such as CO2 mobility control, dispersions, 

and foam formation. Associa.ted with these works is a study performed on structure 

solubility correlations for mixtures of organic compounds and dense C02 (Dandge 

et al., 1985). The work of Francis (1954) on ternary systems of liquid carbon dioxide 

has been beneficial to later investigators involved in various uses of dense carbon 

dioxide. Francis studied 464 ternary systems involving carbon dioxide. 

A number of review articles should be mentioned. These publications evalu

ate the current sta~e of research and industrial applications concerning supercritical 

fluids. They include Irani and FUnk (1977), Paulaitis et al. (1983), Johnston (1985), 

and Brennecke and Eckert (1989). 

CHAPTER 2 

THEORY 

The theoretical segment of this study is twofold: 

• The population balance concept allows us to predict and model particulate 

systems in general and particle size distributions in crystallization processes 

in particular . 

.. .... _-- _ .... _-------------_ .. ----------------------
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• The thermodynamic study of solid-supercritical fluid and fluid-fluid equi

libria allows us to model solid solubility in the SF phase as well as modeling 

the behavior of mixed solvents. 

In this chapter the governing equations for the above concepts are derived. 

POPULATION BALANCE 

The population balance concept is a predictive, multidimensional particle 

distribution theory. Its solution gives the particle size distribution the same way 

the solution of the N avier-Stokes equa.tions would give a velocity or pressure profile 

in a flow system. The main characteristic of the population balance concept is that 

it attempts to predict, as opposed to describe, the size distribution in a particulate 

system. 

To understand the population balance concept we first need to define a 

"Particle Phase Space". A particle phase space is composed of the least number 

of independent coordinates attached to a particle distribution allowing its complete 

description. The coordinates can be both external and internal. The external coor

dinates are the familiar "physical" coordinates, ie x-y-z. The internal coordinates 

might be length, age, chemical potential, temperature, etc. The choice of the in

ternal coordinates are not arbitrary. They must describe an important property 

of the system under study. In crystallization usually only one internal coordinate, 

length, is sufficient to describe the particle size distribution although other coordi

nates such as particle volume or surface area may also be used. For the remainder 

of this discussion the particle phase space is composed of time, x-y-z coordinates, 

and particle length. 

_ ......• _--._-----------------------------------
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Suppose a particle is moving in a well stirred supersaturated solution in 

which it is growing. Its movement in the x-y-z plane is easy to visualize. The 

particle can have velocity components Vx = ~~, Vy = ~, and V z = :~. But the 

growth of this particle can also be thought of as a "movement" down the internal 

coordinate, length. A velocity can be defined for this growth as G = ~f where G is 

denoted "growth rate". (Note that this treatment is not limited to particles growing 

in a crystallizer. For example, an object being heated can have temperature as an 

internal coordinate whereby the heating rate of the object becomes a "velocity" (ie 

movement down the temperature axis). 

Once we have defined internal and external coordinates for a particulate 

system, we can also define internal and external velocity vectors. The overall veloc

ity vector for a particle becomes: 

v = Vext + Vint (2.1) 

In the above treatment we have assumed that each particle behaves identically at 

a given point in t~e particle phase space. (ie there are no inherently fast growing 

versus slow growing particles). 

The population balance equation has been derived from a number balance 

by Randolph a..'"ld Larson, 1988. In the present study, however, we derive the pop

ulation balance equation from a general property balance. This derivation has the 

advantage that it makes clear the relationship between the population balance and 

the equations of continuity, momentum, energy, and the species mass balance which 

are used frequently in chemical engineering. 
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We first define a property, any property, per unit volume. Then we write 

a balance equation for this property in an arbitrary volume in a multidimensional 

space. To do this we defme the following: 

Then: 

'I/J : property per wAit volume 

V : control volume 

S : surface of the control volume 

." : unit vector perpendicular to the surface of the control volume 

«P : total flux of 'I/J 

W g: net rate of generation of'I/J in the control volume 

v : velocity vector 

Time rate of change of property 'I/J 

Generation of 'I/J 

Net flow of 'I/J across the surface 

:tl J Iv 'I/JdV 

IllvWg dV 

115 «P 71dS 

The general property balance equation is: 

rate of change of property 'I/J in volume V = 

'l/Jin -'l/Jout + 'l/Jgeneration -'l/Jdestruction 

Writing the above equation in mathematical terms we obtain: 

Note that the :flux «P consists of two terms: 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

a. convective flux ( 'l/Jv) which denotes the net amount of the property 'I/J carried 

into the control volume via a flow with velocity v. 
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b. nonconvective flux T which denotes transfer of t/J by nonconvective means 

(for example transfer of heat by conduction and radiation as opposed to 

convection ). 

Therefore we have: 

(2.4) 

Substituting these terms in equation (2.3) results in: 

!J J Iv t/JdV = - J !sCt/Jv + T)·T1dS + J J Iv 'l!gdV (2.5) 

Rearranging the flux tenns we obtain: 

The control volume V is assumed to be fixed in space ie V:;fV(t) Hence: 

(2.7) 

We also wish to convert the surface terms in equation (2.5) to volume tenns. Ap

plying the Divergence theorem (see Appendix I) the convective and nonconvective 

fluxes are written as: 

J Is t/Jv.T1dS = J J [ V' .t/JvdV (2.8) 

---------- - ---- -----
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J !sT.fldS = J J !v V·TaY (2.9) 

With these adjustments equation (2.6) becomes: 

J J I[a:: + V·t/JV]dV = J J !v [-V·T + 'lIg]dV (2.10) 

Since the volume V is arbitrary it can be removed from both sides of the above 

equation. Thus 

(2.11) 

Equation (2.11) is the most useful form of the general properly balance. Each term 

in the above equation has a physical meaning. The first one denotes the variation of 

tP with time (unsteady state term). The second and third terms take into account 

the convective and nonconvective flow of 'IjJ, respectively. The fourth term describes 

net generation of tP. 

Various problems encountered in transport phenomenon can be solved, or at 

least reduced to mathematical form, using equation (2.11) if each of its terms can be 

identified and related to the problem at hand. Physical intuition and rationalization 

are often necessary. As expected the most difficult term to identify is the non-

convective one. 

As an example of the utility of equation (2.11) we derive the equation of 

continuity below: 

For a mass balance (equation of continuity) the properly tP is simply fluid density 

p, ie mass per unit volume. The other terms in equation (2.11) are easy to identify. 
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lJ! 9 equals zero since no mass is generated or destroyed (unless nuclear reactions are 

present). T also equals zero since, unlike energy and momentum, there can be no 

nonconvective transfer of mass. Thus equation (2.11) is reduced to: 

op 
-+'V'·pv=o 
8t 

(2.12) 

which is the familiar form of the equation of continuity. Further simplifications can 

be made depending on the physical situation. For example if we assume the fluid 

to be incompressible we obtain: 

'V'.V=O (2.13) 

which is the simplest form of the equation of continuity. 

To derive the momentum balance equation (and the Navier-Stokes equa

tion which is a special form of it) .,p would equal pv, and for energy it would equal 

p(U + (v2 /2) + tfJ), where these terms denote internal, kinetic, and potential ener-

gies, respectively. 

For a population balance on particulates in a system we choose .,p to equal 

the population density "n", ie the number of particles per size per unit volume. 

Integrating this function over the whole size range would give us the total number 

of particles present in a system: 

NT = V 100 

n{L )dL (2.14) 

The other terms in the general property balance equation also need to be 

identified. The velocity vector ":oJ ::leeds to be broken into Vinternal and Vexternal. 
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The first one denotes movement of a particle down a size L axis (ie particle growth) 

while the second one denotes movement of the particle in x-y-z space. The non-

convective flux term T equals zero since there can be no nonconvective method 

of moving particles in x-y-z space and we are interpreting particle growth through 

movement in the size axis L. The generation-destruction term '11 9 is translated into 

birth and death functions, B(L) and D(L). These terms take into account particles 

which are being destroyed and created by breakage rather than by nucleation and 

growth/dissolution. The general property balance for crystal size then becomes: 

an at +V·nv=B(L)-D(L) (2.15) 

Or breaking up the velocity vector: 

an 
at + V· nVint + V· nVezt = B(L) - D(L) (2.16) 

Given appropriate initial and boundary conditions solution of the above equation 

will give the size distribution of particles in a control volume. In crystallization the 

initial conditions often relate to whether the crystallizer is seeded or not, while the 

boundary conditions reflect the interrelationship between particle nucleation rate, 

growth rate, and a mass balance on the compound which is being crystallized. 

Equation (2.16) is the micro-distributed population balance. Integrating 

this equation over a volume results in the macro-distributed form of the population 

balance which can be used to model the particle size distribution in crystallizers: 

(2.17) 
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Foro a mixed suspension particulate system, n, B, and D are functions of time and the 

internal coordinates only. Hence only the term involving the external coordinates 

needs to be integrated. The resulting expression is: 

an dlogV ~ nkQk 
Ot + V . nVint + n dt = - ~ -V + B(L) - D(L) (2.18) 

where the summation term refers to the infiow and outflow of the slurry to the 

system and the logarithmic term takes into account the variation in the solids free 

volume in the system as a result of particle formation and growth. Equation (2.18) is 

the most useful form of the population balance equation (see Randolph and Larson, 

1988). 

Application of the Population Balance to a Batch Crystallizer 

For a well mixed batch crystallizer we can make the following assumptions: 

• length is the only internal coordinate; Vint=G 

• negligible solids free volume change; dl:iv = 0 

• negligible particle breakage; B(L )=D(L )=0 

Therefore equation (2.18) becomes: 

with the following initial and boundary conditions: 

net = O,L) = f(L) 

•• ____ u ••• _____ _ 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 
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for some initial distribution of seeds ii ihe crystallization process is seeded. This 

function would be zero if no seeds were originally present. Furthermore 

where 

° BO{C) 
n{t,L=O)=n = G{C) (2.21) 

BO{ C)=crystal nucleation rate as a function of solute concentration C 

G( C) =crystal growth rate as a function of solute concentration C 

The solute mass balance needs to be taken into account since both the 

nucleation and growth rates are dependent on solute concentration. But for a batch 

crystallizer the only way for solute concentration to drop in the fluid in through 

crystal growth: 

(2.22) 

where PII is solid density and ka is a shape factor. The initial condition for equation 

(2.22) is: 

(2.23) 

Equations (2.18) ~d (2.22) have to be solved simultaneously in order to predict the 

particle size distribution in a batch crystallizer. This interrelated integra-differential 

equation set is difficult to solve. The conventional technique is to resort to a moment 

transformation of the population balance equation (Randolph and Larson, 1988). 

We will briefly mention the moments transformation concept and its application in 
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recovering crystal size distributions. In chapter 4 the CSD will be predicted and 

described using the moments transformations. 

Moments Transformation of Population Balance 

Moments transform.ation can be thought of as a tradeoff between a single 

four-dimensional equation, to an infinite set of three-dimensional equations, which 

can be truncated to give us an estimate of the particle size distribution in a system. 

The jth moment of a distribution is defined as: 

(2.24) 

Writing the above equation in summation form we obtain: 

N 

mj = La~)nk (2.25) 
k=l 

where 

(2.26) 

For a distribution we can generate an infinite number of moments corresponding 

to j=O to 00. But in reality only the first few moments are sufficient to adequately 

describe a size distribution over a wide size range. The set of moments can be 

written in matrix notation as: 

m=An (2.27) 
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where the matrix A is the N x N matrix of coefficients a~). Then the population 

density n can be solved for: 

(2.28) 

It should be emphasized that the above equation is actually a set of linear algebraic 

equations which we have substituted for the original population balance equation. 

In other words we have opted to solve an alternative set of equations to obtain an 

approximately correct n{L) instead of the rigorous solution of the multidimensional 

population balance equation. 

Carrying out the integration in equation (2.24) on the macro-population 

balance equation (2.18) we obtain: 

dmj "d{logV) _ OjBo "G " _ ~ Qkmj,k B _ D 
dt +mJ dt - +3 mJ-l L...J V + 

k 

(2.29) 

for j=0,1,2, ... 

Further simplifying this equation for the case of a batch crystallizer we obtain (see 

above for assumptions): 

dmj OJ"Bo "G --- +3 m "1 dt - J-
(2.30) 

for j=0,1,2, ... , where oj = 1 for j=O but is zero for all other j. 

Given an estimate of nucleation and growth rates a truncated moments vector can 

be evaluated and the population density solved via equation (2.28). In Chapter 4 

batch crystallization product CSD will be recovered using this technique. 
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THERMODYNAMIC MODELING 

The thermodynamic modeling segment of this study consists of two parts: 

1. Solid-Supercritical fluid phase equilibria. This treatment was used to model 

the solubility of various solids in SF phase. It also allowed us to model 

crystallization from the SF phase (e.g. salting out). 

2. Supercritical fluid-fluid mixture density behaviour. Here we model the den

sity behaviour of a mixture of CO2 and N 2 in order to model the salting 

out crystallization process. 

Solid-SF Phase Equilibria 

Solid-supercritical fluid interactions have been successfully modeled via 

solid-vapor phase equilibrium treatment. To do this we must first review the gov

erning thermodynamic equations for phase equilibria. For two phases in equilibrium 

with one another the chemical potentials for every species must be equal (Van Ness 

and Abbott, 1982): 

(2.31) 

This leads to the equality of fugacities: 

fi=ff (2.32) 

for a component i in a multicomponent system with two phases a and p. 

In the case of solid-SF equilibrium modeling, it is assumed that the solid 

phase is composed of pure i (the substance which is to be solubilized) and that 
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no vapor diffusion into the solid occurs. Starting from the equality of fugacities of 

component i: 

where 

where 

it = it 

PtP: pure solid vapor (saturation) pressure 

cP1 : pure solid fugacity coefficient at saturation or vapor pressure 

Vis : pure solid molar volume 

For fugacity of component i in the vapor phase we have: 

Ii = YicPiP 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

where Yi is the solute mole fraction in the supercritical phase (ie solid solubility). 

Substituting and solving for solute mole fraction we obtain: 

where 

p,vp 

Yi = -2-EF 
P 

cP~ (fP V;S ) 
EF == cPr exp J P;"," R~dP 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 
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The term EF is called the enhancement factor. It is a correction factor which is 

applied to an ideal gas expression· to account for the fact that the supercritical 

mixture is not ideal. The enhancement factor contains three terms: 

• tPi takes into account the nonideality of pure saturated vapor of component 

i. 

• Poynting correction (the exponential term) which takes into account the 

effect of pressure on the fugacity of the pure solid. 

• tPi corrects for the fact that the gas mixture is at high pressure and hence 

nonideal. 

Of these three terms tPi has the greatest effect on the value of Yi. For most solids 

PtP is small and tPi is nearly equal to one. But tPi can go as low as 10-4
• If we 

assume tPi to be equal to one we are essentially treating the supercritical fluid as 

an ideal gas. 

The major difficulty in modeling solid solubility in SF is in the determina-
. 

tion of tPf. It is given as: 

tI 1 100 

( oP I RT) tPi =- - -- dV-lnZ 
RT tI oni T,V,nj~i V 

(2.38) 

in which volume and temperature are the independent variables. The above equa

tion can also be written as: 

(2.39) 

in which pressure and temperature are the independent variables. Equation (2.38) 

is mathematically more convenient to use since it leaves system volume as the 

independent variable (Prausnitz, 1986) thus allowing us to use pressure explicit 
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equations of state through which the partial of pressure with respect to the number 

of moles of component i can be derived. The Peng-Robinson equation of state is 

the most widely used equation in solid-vapor equilibria modeling, although other 

equations such as Soave-Redlich-Kwong are also applicable. In any case equations 

(2.38) and (2.39) are related through the solute molar volume in the vapor phase: 

V;" (:T,V,.J / (:~T' .. ") (2.40) 

Returning to equation (2.36) and assuming a binary system with the solute 

denoted as component 2 (ie i=2) we have: 

(2.41) 

Note that we have carried out the integration with respect to pressure in the ex

ponential term. Equation(2.41) is our "working equation" for modeling solid-SF 

phase equilibria (and hence solid solubility in SF phase). What is further needed 

is an appropriate equation of state which will allow us to determine 4>'2. This topic 

will be discussed in chapter 3. 

Fluid-Fluid Solution Modeling 

In a hter segment of this study salting-out crystallization of pharmaceutical 

compounds from SF solutions is attempted (see Chapter 5). For this process it is 

necessary to model the thermodynamic behavior of the solvent mixture (ie CO2-N2). 

We first determined whether the CO2-N2 solvent mixture was supercritical 

in the whole composition range of N2 • Mixture critical constants as a function 
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of composition were calculated by the method proposed by Chueh and Prausnitz 

(1967). In this technique a corrected surface term is used along with an interaction 

parameter in order to find mixture critical temperature and volume: 

Tet = :E8Tej + L2)Ji8j Tij (2.42) 
j i j 

(2.43) 
j i j 

for 

LJ 2/3 ~ 2/3 
flj = Yj V ej L."Yi V ei (2.44) 

where 

Yi : component mole fraction 

Tij : interaction parameter 

Vi; : inter~ction parameter 

The mixture critical pressure is found from the modified Redlich-Kwong 

equation of state. 

p. _ RTet 
et -

Vet - bm 
(2.45) 

where 

(2.46) 

--_._--------------- _.- -_. --_. -----.-------- --
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(2.47) 

The resulting model compared well to reported data in the literature (Haney and 

Bliss, 1944; Muirbrook and Prausnitz, 1965; Arai et aI., 1971; AI-Sahhof et al., 

1983; Somait and Kidnay, 1978). 

To ensure that gas-gas equilibria is not present, Temkin's criteria (1959) 

was used. Based on this criterion the gas mixture properties are assumed to be 

represented by the Van der Waal equation of state: 

RT a 
P=V-b-V2 (2.48) 

with constant "a" given by a quadratic function of mole fraction and constant "b" 

by a linear function of mole fraction. Then gas-gas equilibria can exist only when 

(2.49) 

and 

(2.50) 

with the heavier component denoted as 2. The constant "b" is a measure of molecu

lar size. The constant "a" is a measure of attraction between molecules. Therefore, 

equation (2.50) implies that partially miscible solutions can occur only if the interac

tion between unlike molecules is weaker than the interaction between like molecules. 

Based on the above criterion the only simple gas which forms ii. partially miscible 
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solution with CO2 is helium (Prausnitz et al., 1986). Therefore the C02-N2 mixture 

at our temperature and pressure of operation is single-phased and supercritical over 

the entire N2 composition range. 

After establishing that CO2-N2 mixture is always supercritical at the pres

sure and temperature of operation, we then modeled the density of the CO2-N2 

mixture as a function of nitrogen composition. The Peng-Robinson equation of 

state with quadratic mixing rules was used to model CO2-N2 mixture density. This 

equation states: 

p= RT _ a 
V - b V(V + b) + b(V - b) 

The mixing rules are given as: 

with 

a = LLYiy;ai; 
; 

b = LLYiy;bi; 
; 

bi; = (1/2)(bi + bj )(1 - Cij) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

Pure component parameters are denoted ai and bi and can be calculated from 

component critical properties and accentric factor. A ki ; = -0.017, suggested by 
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Prausnitz et al. (1986) for the CO2-N2 system, was used in this study. Cij was 

assumed to be zero. Equation (2.51) was then solved for mixture molar volume at 

different N 2 concentrations. In this approach the binary mixture is assumed to be 

a pure fluid whose constant parameters are found from a quadratic combination of 

pure component constants plus an interactive parameter kij • 

When a solute was introduced into the system to test the salting out process, 

a binary mixture of CO2-N2 was still assumed. This assumption appears reasonable 

for low or non-volatile solutes (Schmitt and Reid, 1986) . 

.. --.-.-.~---------
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CHAPTER 3 

SOLID SOLUBILITY MEASUREMENTS 

The first step in crystallization is to make a saturated solution of the solute 

in the solvent from which crystals are to fonn. Table 3.1 lists the compounds whose 

solubilities in SF CO2 were studied. Some of these are model compounds chosen 

to observe various aspects of crystallization from supercritical fluids. The most 

important of these are the benzoic acid- salicylic acid-aspirin trio. Benzoic acid, an 

anti-fungal agent, is a particularly useful model compound due to its considerable 

solubility in SF C02, and the fact that a large amount of data regarding its solubility 

in various supercritical solvents is available in the literature. Salicylic acid is an 

antifungal, antiseptic agent used externally for various skin conditions. Aspirin is 

an anti-inflammatory, antirheumatic, anticoagulant, and is widely used. Both are 

derivatives of benzoic acid and were used for purification studies (see Chapter 6). 

The benzoic acid-salicylic acid-aspirin system was also studied in order to observe 

the effect of functional groups on solid solubility in SF (see Figure 3.1). Some of the 

pharmaceutical d.rq.gs listed in Table 3.1 have specific problems which we wished to 

address. Griseofulvin is an antifungal antibiotic which has a low solubility in water. 

As a result its dissolution rate and hence its bioavailability is poor. It has been 

observed that particle size reduction has helped its bioavailability (Atkinson et al., 

1962). Freeze drying from a benzene solution has been used to reduce its particle 

size. However benzene contamination is a consequence of this process. Digoxin is 

a cardiac glycoside. It has shown erratic bioavailability which has been attributed 

to its wide size distribution and variability in its crystallinity (Chiou and Kyle, 

1979; Black and Loverin, 1977). Phenytoin, an anticonvulsant antiepileptic drug, 

has erratic absorption rates (Yakou et al., 1980). Particle size reduction via solid 
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Figure 3.1. Benzoic acid and its derivatives. 
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solvate formation has been achieved only o~ a laboratory scale (Yakou, et al., 1984). 

Phenanthrene was studied in order to observe crystal growth processes on its plate

like crystal surfaces at supercritical conditions. Glutamic acid and L-Tryptophan 

are primary amino acids. We were interested in studying their crystal formation at 

SF conditions. However, as noted below, their solubilities in SF are extremely low. 

Subsequent crystallization experiments were performed on some of these 

solids. For others however, solid solubility was judged too low to permit any feasible 

crystallization process. 

Table 3.1. Compounds studied in this work. 

Aspirin 

Benzoic Acid 

Digoxin 

Glutamic Acid 

Griseofulvin 

L-Tryptophan 

Phenanthrene 

Phenytoin 

Salicylic Acid 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

The high pressure apparatus used for our solubility studies is shown in Fig

ure 3.2. (For details on the specifications of this apparatus see Appendix III) The 

first vessel acts as a premixer and preheater to mix cosolvent with supercritical 

CO2 , and to heat the solvent mixture to the desired temperature. After the desired 

pressure was attained in the first vessel, the Tescom pressure regulator automati

cally opens to discharge fluid into the saturator. The saturator was closed by the 

expansion valve located downstream. The desired solvent flow rate to maintain the 

given pressure was set by the fine metering valve (Whitey 31RS4 with 0.157 cm ori

fice and 6.190 cm length of pass), which was wrapped with heating tape regulated 

by a rheostat. The valve was adjusted manually, and discharged solvent/dissolved 

solute through a glass U tube (0.635 cm OD, 30.5 cm long) and wet test meter 

(Precision Instrument Company). 

A few grams of solute were packed with alternate layers of glass wool into 

the 10.2 cm long by 2.54 cm ID (55 mL) 316 SS saturator. Once saturator steady 

state was achieved, approximately two residence times, a tared U tube was inserted 

after the expansio~ valve. After an experiment, the mass of precipitated solid was 

found by weight gain of the tube on a Mettler Analytical Balance (model B6), 

accurate to 0.1 mg. With both this value and the total extracknt flow from the 

wet test meter, the concentration of the organic compound in pure SF CO2 can 

readily be calculated. 

In some experiments the solubilities of solid mixtures were determined (ie 

aspirin-salicylic acid). In these cases the saturator was packed with the mixture 

--- -- - - ----~ 
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Figure 3.2. High pressure solubility measurement apparatus . 
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of interest. In a number of experiments co-solvents (liquid organics) were simulta

neously pumped into the saturator 'along with carbon dioxide in order to increase 

solid solubility (ie butyl acetate with griseofulvin). 

RESULTS 

The results of our solubility studies are summarized in Tables 3.2 through 

3.10. To increase the solubility of some compounds co-solvents were added to the 

main SF solvent (For more details regarding the concept of co-solvent addition see 

Chapter 7). Solubilities of benzoic acid in SF CO2 (from Schmitt and Reid, 1980) 

and phenanthrene in SF CO2 (from Kurnik et al., 1981) are given in Appendix III. 

These data were verified and used extensively throughout this study. Studies on 

some of the compounds listed in Table 3.1 were discontinued due to their extremely 

low solubilities in SF CO2 (Phenytoin, L-Tryptophan, and Glutamic Acid). 
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Table 3.2. Solubility of Aspirin in CO2 at 318 K. 

Pressure Solute Mole Enhancement 

bar Fraction Y2 Factor* 

60 1.21x10-6 20 

83 6.33x10-6 140 

103 3.71x10-s 1000 

121 9.40x10-s 2960 

138 1.41x10-4 5070 

172 2.36x10-4 10630 

221 2.41 X 10-4 13930 

228 2.60x10-4 15570 

* Enhancement Factor, EF, was defined by equation (2.37). Assuming 4>1 to be 

unity and carryin~ out the integration with respect to pressure we obtain: 

. (3.1) 

ie solute solubility. in SF over solute solubility in an ideal gas at the same tem

perature. EF is a good indication of the solvent power of the supercritical fluid 

compared to a gas at ambient pressure. 
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Table 3.3. Salicylic Acid Solubility in CO2 at 318 K. 

Pressure Solute Mole Enhancement 

bar Fraction Y2 Factor 

138 3.21x10-4 19340 

155 4.28x10-4 29120 

172 4.94x10-4 37420 

207 4.41x10-4 40090 

241 5.74x10-4 60230 

Table 3.4. Mixture Solubilities of Aspirin and Salicylic Acid at 318 K. 

Pressure . Aspirin Salicylic Acid 

bar Mole Fraction Mole Fraction 

83 1.21x10-4 2.69x10-4 

103 2.10xlO-4 3.89x10-4 

121 2.50x10-4 4.40 x 10-4 

138 2.84x10-4 4.80x10-4 

172 2.72x10-4 4.38x10-4 

207 3.14x10-4 5.08x10-4 

231 2.75x10-4 4.79x10-4 

245 3.18xlO-4 4.95x10-4 
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Table 3.5. Solubility of Salicylic Acid in the Presence of Trace Amounts of Benzoic 

Acid as Co-Solvent. 

Pressure, bar 

102 

136 

153 

170 

204 

238 

Solute Mole Fraction, Y2 

9.18x10-4 

1.65x10-3 

1.09x10-3 

2.03x10-3 

1.12x10-3 

2.23x10-3 

Table 3.6. Solubility of Digoxin in SF CO2 at 323 K. 

Pressure, bar Solute Mole Fraction, Y2 

241 0.18x10-S 

Table 3.7. Digoxin Solubility Enhancement by Co-Solvents at 241 bar and 323 K. 

Co-Solvent Mole % Solubility Solubility Enhancement 

Y2 by Co-Solvent 

(pure CO2 ) 0.18x10-S 1.0 

dichloromethane 3.2 0.19x10-s 1.1 

cyclohexanone 3.0 1.76xlO-s 9.8 

ethanol 3.5 0.39xlO-s 2.2 

methanol 7.2 0.17xlO-s 1.0 
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Table 3.8. Solubility of Griseofulvin in SF CO2 at Two Different Temperatures. 

Pressure Solute Mole Fraction Y2 

bar T=323 K T=344 K 

172 1.56x10-5 1.26x10-5 

241 1.57x10-5 2.16x10-5 

310 1.67x10-5 2.05x10-5 

379 2.05xlO-5 4.01x10-5 

Table 3.9. Enhancement of Griseofulvin Solubility in SF CO2 by Co-Solvents at 

241 bar and 323 K. 

Co-solvent Mole % Solubility Solubility Enhancement 

Y2 by Co-solvent 

(pure CO2) 1.50x10-5 1.0 

dichloro-

methane 3.5 1.37xlO-5 0.9 

butyl acetate 3.4 6.36x10-5 4.2 

cyclo-

hexanone 3.5 5.45x10-5 3.6 



Table 3.10. Solubility of Phenytoin in SF CO2 at 344 K. 

Pressure, bar 

221 

345 

SOLID SOLUBILITY MODELING 

Solute Mole Fraction, Y2 

0.72x10-5 

2.09x10-5 
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No general strategy of crystallization of pharmaceutical and biochemical 

compounds from supercritical fluids is possible without thermodynamic studies into 

the solubility of these compounds in SF solvents. Developing thermodynamic mod

els for these systems is challenging since for most of the solids under study even 

simple data, such as vapor pressure and critical properties, do not exist. In addi

tion, due to their low solubilities in SF solvents, the developed models should be 

flexible enough as to describe solid-SF behavior over a wide range of temperatures 

and pressures giveI;l a minimum of experimental data. 

In Chapter 2 we derived the "working equation" for solid-SF equilibria 

(equation 2.41). To solve for the solute equilibrium mole fraction we must first find 

the solute fugacity coefficient in the vapor phase ¢i. The solute fugacity coefficient 

is determined from an appropriate equation of state. The Peng-Robinson equation 

of state has been used by numerous investigators to model solid-SF phase equilibria 

(Dobbs et al., 1987; Pennisi and Chimowitz, 1986; McHugh and Krukonis, 1986; 

Kurnik et al., 1981). To obtain ¢i, pure component critical properties as well as 

accentric factor, vapor pressure, and binary interaction parameters are required. 

However when applying such a treatment to solid pharmaceutical compounds such 

---------- .-_._. -----------------------_.-._----- .. - ---------
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parameters are often unavailable. As mentioned above, for many pharmaceutical 

. compounds vapor pressure has not been reported. Furthermore, some compounds 

dissociate easily (e.g. amino acids) thus making experimental determinations of 

critical properties or even boiling point unlikely. Here we followed the technique 

suggested by Schmitt and Reid (1986) in modeling solid solute-SF solvent equilibria. 

In this technique the solute's pure component parameters are left as variables. The 

solvent parameters are calculated using the Peng-Robinson relations and no binary 

interaction is used. Thus 

In.l..tJ = b2(Z -1) -In P(V - b) 
'1'2 b RT 

_ ( a ) (2a12Y1 + a2Y2 _ ~) In V + 2.414b 
..;8RTb a b V - 0.414b 

(3.2) 

where a12 is a binary interaction parameter. We have assumed that the solute 

concentration in the supercritical phase is low (Y2 < < Yl). Thus one can simplify 

the above equation to: 

In 4>2 = b2 (Zl _ 1) -In P(Vi - bt} 
bl RT 

(3.3) 

Use of the above equation in solving for solute concentration in equation 

(2.41) introduces minimal error when the solute is non-volatile, such as aspirin, or 

moderately volatile, such as benzoic acid (Schmitt and Reid, 1986, report errors 

of less than 5 % in their modeling of solutes of low to medium volatility). In this 
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technique the pure solute parameters "a2" and "b2" are determined by regression 

of the experimental solubility data using equation (3.3) and are then used to model 

solid solubility in SF (see Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5). The values of these parameters 

for benzoic acid, aspirin, and salicylic acid are summarized in Table 3.11. We were 

particularly interested in these three compounds since they were used as model com

pounds in size manipulation (Chapter 4), salting out (Chapter 5), and purification 

(Chapter 6). Note that in the modeling procedure, as stated above, a regression of 

data is required. As solid solubility decreases in SF, data points become fewer and 

less accurate. Hence solubility modeling was not performed on all of the compounds 

studied here. However the modeling procedure would be identical to those used for 

benzoic acid, aspirin and salicylic acid. 

Table 3.11. Properties of the Modeled Compounds (Parameters of the Peng

Robinson equation of state are regressed from data). 

Benzoic Acid Salicylic Acid Aspirin 

Molecular Wt., g/I:flole 122.1 138.1 180.2 

Molar Volume, cm3 /mole 96.5 95.7 128.7 

P;P(T = 318K), bar 7.8 x 10-6 2.3 X 10-6 3.8 X 10-6 

a2, (cm3 /mole)2 x bar 9.51 x 10+8 8.40 X 10+8 7.07 X 10+8 

~, cm3 /mole 139.1 126.3 129.2 

------------ ----------------
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CONCLUSIONS 

Some general observations can be made regarding these solubility data: 

• For a solid solute, volatility is a good measure of its solubility in SF CO2 • 

• As the number of polar functional groups increase, solid solubility decreases 

(e.g. griseofulvin vs. phenanthrene). 

• As the molecule becomes more complex, ie as the number of functional 

groups in a family of molecules increase, solid solubility decreases (e.g. 

compare the decrease in solid solubility from benzoic acid to salicylic acid 

to aspirin). 

• Co-solvents often dramatically increase solids solubility in SF CO2 (e.g. the 

six-fold increase in the solubility of griseofulvin in SF CO2 due to addition 

of a few mole percents of butyl acetate). 

• The presence of a more volatile solid increases solute solubility, ie the more 

volatile solid acts.as a co-solute (e.g. benzoic acid with salicylic acid). 

However, there are exceptions to the above generalizations. Even though primary 

amino-acids are relatively simple molecules they seem to have exceptionally low 

solubilities in supercritical CO2 • Our measurements of L-tryptophan and Glutamic 

acid solubility in SF CO2 were lower than the experimental accuracy of our measure

ments. Some co-solvents actually decrease solid solubility (e.g. dichloromethane for 

griseofulvin) while others form reaction complexes with the solute (see Chapter 7). 

Co-solute solubility enhancement is not always as pronounced as in the case of the 

salicylic acid- benzoic acid mixture. 

For the remainder of this study benzoic acid and its derivatives, salicylic 

acid. R!l.d aspirin, were used. These compounds have enough solubility in SF CO2 

to make data acquisition feasible. Various techniques "Were utilized to crystallize 

-- _._-_._._----------------
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and purify these compounds at SF conditions and to manipulate their particle size 

distributions. 



CHAPTER 4 

PARTICLE SIZE MANIPULATION 

65 

An important property of a solid pharmaceutical compound is its particle 

or crystal size distribution (CSD). CSD, and hence solids surface area, often de

termines the dissolution rate of a solid drug and therefore its bioavailability. For 

example griseofulvin has poor bioavailability on account of its low dissolution rate 

which is associated with its very low solubility in water. It has been observed 

that upon size reduction the bioavailability of the orally administered griseofulvin 

is greatly enhanced. A 0.5 g dose of micronized griseofulvin produced serum levels 

indistinguishable from those produced by a 1.0 g dose of noncontaminated griseo

fulvin (Atkinson et al., 1962). Another problem associated with orally administered 

drugs is their wide size distributions, resulting in unpredictable dissolution rates, as 

well as varying degrees of crystallinity affected during the size reduction process, ie 

milling. Digoxin demonstrates both of these disadvantages (Chiou and Kyle, 1979; 

Black and Lovering, 1977). 

Current t~chniques for size reduction are often inadequate. Mechanical 

techniques, such as milling, may affect the physical and chemical stability of drugs 

(Waltersson and Lundgren, 1985) and introduce foreign substances into th~ bulk 

drug. Several particle size reduction techniques have been discussed by Parrott, 

1974, all with varying success. Other methods for particle size reduction such 

as solvation and desolvation with chloroform, benzene, dioxane and heterocyclic 

solvents such as pyridine and picolines (Sekiguchi et al., 1976); adduct formation 

with ammonia and dimethylamine (Suzuki et al., 1982); freeze-drying (Suzuki et al., 

1983); have the disadvantage of product contamination which is especially critical 

when dealing with solid pharmaceutics. 
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The objective of this segment of our study was to develop alternate tech

nology for crystallizing and manipulating size distribution of pharmaceutical com

pounds by crystallization from supercritical fluids. The advantages would be that 

the drugs are exposed only to nontoxic, noncontaminating solvents at close to room 

temperatures. We attempted to operate a batch crystallizer at supercritical condi

tions and identify parameters which control the product size distribution. 

Benzoic acid, an antifungal agent, was chosen as a model compound for 

crystallization at SF conditions since it is a compound with appreciable solubility 

in SF carbon dioxide. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Pressure reduction crystallization, allows us to generate widely different 

supersaturation levels by manipulation of depressurization rates, and hence study 

crystal formation and growth under various conditions. In conventional batch cool

ing crystallization, a saturated solution is cooled from an initial temperature at 

which the solution has a high solubility to a final lower operating temperature (with 

lower solubility) al9ng an optimal cooling curve. This "optimal" cooling is used to 

maintain a reasonably constant level of supersaturation and crystal growth rate. If 

a large average crystal size is desired, optimum cooling begins with a sharp initial 

decrease in temperature to induce controlled nucleation of the solid, followed by 

slow cooling in order to maintain a supersaturation level high enough for the nuclei 

to grow but not too high to result in further primary nucleation. Further primary 

or excessive secondary nucleation would cause the formation of small crystals and 

widen the distribution. As the solid surface area in the solution grows, the cooling 

rate is increased, therefore maintaining the supersaturation and crystal growth rate 

constant. If a small average size is desired the cooling process must be done in 
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such a way as to promote primary nucleation. In our study, because of lack of data 

regarding the kinetics of nucleation and growth of benzoic acid in a SF medium, 

"qualitative" depressurization schemes were devised based on the following logic: 

• if the objective is to make large crystals, then a high initial supersaturation 

is used to produce sufficient nuclei which will then be grown to larger size. 

This was done by equilibrating the benzoic acid-C02 mixture in a high 

pressure vessel at 328 K and then quickly cooling the crystallizer to 308 K 

(this would involve considerable pressure loss since a batch crystallizer is a 

closed system). Once the new equilibrium con~tion was established, the 

vessel was depressurized through an expansion valve at a rate (depending 

on the crystal size of the growing crystals) that might maintain constant 

supersaturation. This would allow the originally formed nuclei to grow at a 

constant rate dependent only on the supersaturation, which would be low 

enough to minimize further nucleation. We refer to the above scheme as 

normal depressurization. 

• if a small crystal product is desired, then solids formation via primary nu

cleation th:roughout the batch crystallization process is desired. Nucleation 

rate is sensitive to supersaturation. A widely used relationship between 

primary nucleation rate and supersaturation is usually given by (Mullin, 

1972): 

o (-K1 ) B oc exp 1092 S (4.1) 

where 

B O 
: nucleation rate 
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S : supersaturation as C/C·, where C· is the solute equilibrium concentra

tion 

Kl : constant 

Therefore, to make small particles the whole crystallization process would 

involve going from the initial pressure to the final pressure in such a way as 

to maintain a large supersaturation (This profile would also minimize the 

time for particle growth). Sustained nucleation, rather than only an initial 

burst, is determined by the depressurization (supersaturation) curve. This 

scheme is referred to as reverse depressurization. 

The constant K 1 in equation (4.1) is a function of fluid-solid interfacial tension. For 

the purposes of this study it was assumed to be constant. 

Figure 4.1 shows the apparatus used for size manipullation experiments. The 

crystallizer internals are shown in Figure 4.2. Baffles and a magnetic stirrer were 

put in the high-pressure ,ressel in order to simulate the internals of a conventional 

batch crystallizer. Due to low solvent density, however, it is expected that only 

the SF, but not the crystal magma, was circulated. The crystallizer was sitting on 

a magnetic plate 'Yhich turned the magnetic stirrer at a constant RPM. Crystals 

nucleated and grew mainly on the bafHe walls. A crystal trap, made of two high 

mesh sieves with glass wool placed between them, was placed under the internal 

magnetic stirrer to prevent the escape of small crystals through the expansion valve. 

A heating jacket maintained the vessel temperature at set values. In experiments 

in which initial cooling was required, the heating jacket was opened and an air jet 

was used for rapid cooling. Once the new temperature was achieved, the heating 

jacket was reinstalled and the temperature setting was adjusted to the new value. 

At the end of an experiment, once the crystallizer pressure became sub

critical, the crystallizer was depressurized to 1 atm, opened, and the solid products 
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Figure 4.1. Batch Crystallization Apparatus used for Particle Size Manipulation. 
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were removed. During the experiments some solids would form downstream of the 

expansion valve and were collected'in a U-tube. These solids were products of ex

pansion of SF CO2-benzoic acid solution and are not considered as products of the 

crystallization processes. Only the solids collected inside the high-pressure vessel 

are formed by nucleation and growth processes at supercritical conditions. 

Several benzoic acid cooling crystallization experiments were performed in 

our study. However it was observed that the amount of supersaturation generated 

with this scheme was minimal and did not warrant further experiments. 

The first step is to make a saturated solution from which crystals can be 

formed. To do this, a known amount of benzoic acid was placed in a vessel which 

was then pressurized with CO2 and heated to the desired operation conditions. 

The amount of solids needed to produce a saturated solution was known from ben

zoic acid solubility studies performed elsewhere (Schmitt and Reid, 1986). To insure 

that no undissolved solid particles remained in the SF solution, the amount of solids 

placed in the vessel was calculated as just enough to make the solution slightly un

dersaturated at the starting pressure and temperature of the batch crystallization 

experiments. The ~olid-Huid mixture was allowed to equilibrate for about two hours 

during which time it was assumed that all the solids would dissolve. Once equilib

rium was reached, depressurization, and hence batch crystallization, was initiated 

by periodically opening an expansion valve for several seconds, allowing the pres

sure in the vessel to decrease, and then closing the valve and allowing the system 10 

minutes to reach equilibrium at new conditions. Given the low solubility of solids in 

SF CO2 it was assumed that 10 minutes would be sufficient time for equilibration 

at the new conditions (Kurnik et al. 1981). This procedure was repeated until 

the system pressure became subcritical. This general depressurization procedure 

is independent of which optimal curve was used. As the experiment progressed, a 
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pressure vs. time curve was constructed. Given the solubility vs. pressure data for 

benzoic acid in SF CO2 , the initial concentration level (at the beginning of each 10 

minute pulse) was calculated. H the actual unmeasured supersaturation decayed 

to zero in the 10 minute period, then average supersaturation could reasonably be 

estimated as 

S 
_ Ct +Ct+l0 

atlg -
2Ct+1o 

(4.2) 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show supersaturation vs. time curves for two experiments (see 

below). 

RESULTS 

The experimental conditions as well the results of the size manipulation 

study are summarized in Table 4.1. Benzoic acid particles were used to demonstrate 

the capability of SF crystallization to make small and large particles. Phenanthrene 

particles were also grown at supercritical conditions in order to observe crystal 

shape. 
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Table 4.1. Summary of Batch Crystallization Experiments. 

Experiment Initial Initial Operation Depressurization 

P(bar) T(K) T(K) Time (min) 

22 282.8 328 308 1080 

26 282.8 308 308 320 

27 289.7 308 308 3 

31 282.8 308 308 expansion 

33 282.8 328 308 322 

47 202.8 323 318 462 

48 200.0 318 318 81 

50 282.8 308 308 35 

51 282.8 308 308 25 
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Table 4.1 (Continued). Summary of Batch Crystallization Experiments. 

Product Ratio of 

Depressure- Surface Surface Crystal-

Experi- ization Area Area over lized 

ment Curve (m2/g) Raw Material+ Compound 

22 normal* 0.1178 0.56 BA** 

26 reverse* 0.5800 2.78 BA 

27 reverse 1.0877 5.21 BA 

31 expansion 0.9875 4.73 BA 

33 normal 0.2399 1.15 BA 

47 normal Ph++ 

48 reverse Ph 

50 reverse BA 

51 reversc,:l BA 

* "normal" refers to the depressurization scheme designed to make large particles, 

whereas "reverse" refers to making small particles. 

+ raw material surface area = 0.2087 m2/g, i.e. the starting solid which was 

dissolved in supercritical C02 to make a saturated solution. 

** BA : Benzoic Acid. 

++ Ph : Phenanthrene. 
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As discussed in the EXPERIMENTAL section, two depressurization 

schemes were used to make different sized and shaped particles. In one type of 

experiment the objective was to make large particles while in the other the ob

jective was to make small crystals. Variation of pressure, equilibrium solubility, 

calculated supersaturation, and temperature for two experiments are shown is de

tail in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Note that there is a sharp pulse in the value of calculated 

supersaturation as the system crosses the critical pressure, since at that point the 

solids solubility drops suddenly from a moderate level to virtually zero. Supersat

uration, defined as a ratio of concentrations, is hence forced to a high value. The 

effect on CSD (Crystal Size Distribution) of this high supersaturation value is not 

great since most of the benzoic acid has been removed from the solution before the 

system pressure crosses the critical point. 

The benzoic acid crystals had an elongated needle-like habit and were not 

suitable for sieving. Thus, solids product surface areas were detennined and used as 

a measure of particle size. BET surface adsorption measurements were made using 

a Quantachrome Quantasorb, model QS-10 adsorption/desorption device. Nitro

gen was used as the adsorbing gas with helium as the carrier gas. Table 4.1 and 

Figure 4.5 show the product solids surface area, which depended on the depressur

ization scheme used. Experiments 26 and 33 were done essentially over equal time 

periods so that particle residence time in the crystallizer would not be a parame

ter in comparing the final products. Therefore, only the different depressurization 

schemes (through nucleation and growth mechanisms) affected the product surface 

areas. As expected, nucleation followed by growth resulted in a smaller specific 

product surface area (larger particles), while continuous depressurization without 

initial nucleation produced finer particles. These processes can be observed from the 

stepwise progression of experiments 33 and 26 as drawn on a benzoic acid solubility 
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vs. pressure curve (shown on Figures 4.6 and 4.7). In these figures, each "step" was 

performed in 10 minutes, In experiment 33, nuclei were initially formed which then 

had the opportunity to grow at a constant supersatlli.·ation level without appreciable 

subsequent nucleation, while in experiment 26 small particles were formed towards 

the end of the run at high supersaturation and had no time to grow. 

An atmospheric expansion experiment (ie one in which the solute is precip

itated through the simple expansion of the high pressure saturated solution to the 

atmosphere) for the production of small benzoic acid particles was also performed 

(run 32). The surface area of the product was compared to the results of experiment 

27. As seen from Figure 4.5, the surface area of the product of batch crystallization 

(run 27) is larger. Given the accuracy of these data, it can be assumed that the 

surface areas for these two experiments were the same. Thus, to make significantly 

smaller particles, and larger surface areas, expansion out of the supercritical region 

is not necessary. All that is needed is rapid depressurization from a high pressure 

to a low pressure, all above the critical point, since high supersaturation causes 

the formation of small particles. Crossing the critical pressure, which is done in 

atmospheric expansion, is just one way of creating large supersaturations, but high 

supersaturation levels can easily be created without leaving the SF phase as shown 

in experiment 27. 

It is clear that to make small particles shorter crystallization times are 

desired. Experiments 22 and 27 can be compared to show the effect of particle 

residence time on the final product. In experiment 22, the originally-formed nuclei 

(by rapid cooling) were allowed to grow for more than 1000 minutes. As seen from 

Figure 4.5, the product surface area actually dropped compared to the original 

benzoic acid solid dissolved in SF C02. In contrast, experiment 27 constituted 

----------------------------- -
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one large depressurization from the equilibrium condition to critical pressure. This 

resulted in a solid product whose surface area was 5 times the starting material. 

To observe the effect of depressurization rate on the final product size dis

tribution two short runs were performed (runs 50 and 51). The population densities 

for these experiments were measured with the aid of an optical microscope. The 

results are shown on Tables 4.2 and 4.3 and in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Note that the 

crystal average size is lower for experiment 51. It appears that faster depressur

ization shifts the CSD towards the smaller sizes, hence increasing product surface 

area. Since there is an apparent correlation between depressurization rate and 

product CSD, generalized pressure reduction curves could be developed a priori for 

production of larger- or smaller- sized crystals as desired. 

Table 4.2. Size Distribution for Experiment 50 (run time = 35 minutes). 

Size Population Number Cumulative 

Li, mx10-6 Density, #/m4 fraction+ Number Fractbn+ 

5 7.6 X 1010 0.22 0.22 

10 6.2 x 1010 0.18 0.40 

15 5.1 x 1010 0.15 0.55 

20 4.3 x 1010 0.13 0.68 

25 3.6 x 1010 0.10 0.78 

30 3.0 x 1010 0.09 0.87 

35 2.5 x 1010 0.07 0.94 

40 2.1 x 1010 0.06 1.00 
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Table 4.3. Size Distribution for Experiment 51 (run time = 25 minutes). 

Size Population Number Cumula.tive 

Lj, mxlO-6 Density #/m4 Fraction+ Number Fraction+ 

5 12 X 1010 0.30 0.30 

10 8.3 X 1010 0.21 0.51 

15 6.2 X 1010 0.15 0.66 

20 4.8 x 1010 0.12 0.78 

25 3.1 X 1010 0.08 0.86 

30 2.3 X 1010 0.06 0.92 

35 2.0 X 1010 0.05 0.97 

40 1.4 X 1010 0.03 1.00 



+ Number fraction is defined as: 

In summation fonn this becomes: 

Cumulative number fraction is then: 

or: 

IoL n(L)dL 
Ncum(L) = It n(L)dL 

where M is largest size region considered. 
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(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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To further investigate the effect of depressurization schemes on crystal 

growth, phenanthrene crystals were grown under normal and reverse depressur

ization schemes (see Figure 4.10). Under normal depressurization, crystals attain 

full rounded shape, apparently by conventional growth mechanisms. Crystals grown 

under reverse depressurization appear skeleton-like, not having had enough time to 

grow. Such effects are easier to observe on plate-like phenanthrene crystals than on 

needle-like benzoic acid particles. Note that layer by layer growth can be observed 

on the phenanthrene particles (Figure 4.10 a and 4.10 b), suggesting that conven

tional surface growth mechanisms in liquid solvents also h.old for supercritical fluid 

solvents. 

A rough estimate of benzoic acid crystal growth rate at SF conditions was 

made by dividing the size of the largest crystal produced in an experiment by 

the total run time of that experiment. By assuming that this particle was the 

fastest growing crystal in the batch, this simple calculation gives an estimate of the 

maximum growth rate that was attained in the SF crystallizer. For all experiments, 

except for number 27, maximum growth rates were estimated at (0.5 to 4.1)x10-6 

m/min depending on the depressurization rate (ie supersaturation level). Note that 

these growth rates are the same order of magnitude of crystal growth in aqueous 

media. FUrthermore, as with conventional crystallization, growth rate appears to 

be an increasing function of supersaturation. This calculation gave a large growth 

rate of 26x 10-6 m/min for run 27. This run had the fastest depressurization rate 

and hence the greatest supersaturation level. 

In conclusion several rapid expansion experiments were performed on grise

ofulvin to observe the particle size reduction capability of SF technology. Note that 

the total amount of drug micronized in these experiments was extremely low (due 
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Figure 4.10 a. Phenanthrene particles nucleated and grown in SF CO2 ; normal 

depressurization, experiment 47. 
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Figure 4.10 h. Phenanthrene particles nucleated and grown in SF CO2 ; normal 

depressurization, experiment 47. 
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Figure 4.10 c. Phenanthrene particles nucleated and grown in SF CO2 ; reverse 

depressurization, experiment 48. 
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Figure 4.10 d. Phenanthrene particles nucleated and grown in SF CO2 j reverse 

depressurization, experiment 48. 
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to low solids solubility). Hence a co- solvent, butyl acetate, was added to the su

percritical fluid. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 are scanning electron micrographs (SEM) 

of some of these particles. Note that the majority of the particles are submicron 

in size, however there is substantial distribution about the mean size. The particle 

size spread was probably due to nucleation and growth process in the presence of 

the liquid co-solvent. 

MODELING OF THE BATCH CRYSTALLIZER 

The high- pressure batch crystallizer described in this chapter might be 

modeled using the population balance equation. As described in Chapter 2 the 

macro-distributed population balance equation is: 

an a(Gn) d(logV) = ~ Qknk B(L) _ D(L) 
at + aL + n dt L..J V + 

k 

(4.7) 

where 

n population density 

nk - . population density in stream k 

V suspension volume 

Qk inlet or outlet volumetric flow rate in stream k 

B(L) 

D(L) 

G 

L 

particle birth function 

particle death function 

particle growth rate 

particle size 

For the high pressure batch crystallizer equation (4.7) simplifies to: 

(4.8) 
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Figure 4.11. SEM micrograph of griseofulvin particles micronized by expansion 

from saturated SF solution; bar = 2 j.lm. 
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Figure 4.12. SEM micrograph of griseofulvin particles micronized by expansion 

from saturated SF solution; bar = 2 p.m. 
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with the following assumptions: 

• growth rate is independent of particle size 

• negligible change in suspension volume 

• negligible breakage or attrition of crystals (ie neglect birth and death func

tions) 

• no solids leave the system, ie only saturated solution exits through the 

expansion valve 

The initial and boundary conditions are: 

net = O,L) = 0 

° BO(C) 
n(t,L=O)=n = G(C) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

It is assumed that at time zero a saturated solids-free solution exists in the crys

tallizer. Nuclei density, nO, is a function of supersaturation through the nucleation 

rate BO and growth rate G. 

A mass balance associated with the population balance equation is stated 

as: 

rate of change of the mass of solute in solution=rate of solute in - rate of 

solute out - rate of solute deposition on crystal surfaces 

Assuming constant volume and no solute inlet this becomes: 

(4.11) 

with initial condition: 
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(4.12) 

where P6 denotes solid density, ka is a shape factor and Co is the saturation concen

tration at starting conditions. The rate of depletion of mass in the batch crystallizer 

at constant temperature is directly related to the depressurization rate: 

dC dC dP 
-=-x-
dt dP dt 

(4.13) 

Given the SF solubility behavior of benzoic acid, and organic solids in general, the 

relationship between solute depletion rate and depressurization rate would not be 

linear. However, as described in Chapter 2, it could be obtained from solid-SF 

equilibria. Denoting benzoic acid as component 2 in equation (2-41) we have: 

(4.14) 

The population and mass balance equations are coupled, which causes com-

plications in their solution. But the major obstacle is the lack of a detailed study 

of the kinetics of nucleation and growth of benzoic acid, or any other solute, in the 

supercritical medium. In other words, the functions BO(C) and G(e) are undeter

mined. The subject of nucleation is covered by Jancic and Grootscholten (1984), 

Nyvlt (1982), and Nyvlt et al. (1985). Crystal growth from solutions is discussed 

extensively by Ohara and Reid (1973). Crystal growth from vapor phase is discussed 

by Faktor and Garrett (1974). 

Since different pressure reduction schemes give rise to different size dis

tributions it is reasonable to assume that the above equations do apply. Given 
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solubility data, the kinetics of particle nucleation and growth in the SF medium, 

and a depressurization curve, well established conventional particle size distribution 

modeling strategies could be used to predict the crystallization product size distri

bution at supercritical conditions in batch or continuous operation. Larson and 

Garside (1973) have modeled a conventional evaporative batch crystallizer using 

the population balance theory. 

RECOVERY OF CSD 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, a size distribution can be recovered from the 

population balance equation which is transformed into moments. The general mo

ments form of the population balance equation is (see Chapter 2): 

dmj d(logV) O,'Bo 'G L Qkmj,k B D --+m' = +;m'l- +-dt J dt J- V 
k 

(4.15) 

for j=O,1,2, ... 

For our batch crystallizer this equation is reduced to: 

dm' , __ , = O'Bo +J'Gm' 1 
dt J-

(~.16) 

Typically the first four moments give an adequate description of the size distribu-

tion: 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
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T BOG2 m2=-
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4 

T BO G3 m3=-
4 
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(4.19) 

(4.20) 

where T is the batch crystallization total residence time. The moments are related 

to the population density by: 

m=An (4.21) 

where A is a matrix describing the size range of interest. Next we must: 

a. estimate values for nucleation and growth rates with which to solve the 

above moments. 

b. select a matrix of size ranges to construct the matrix A from which we can 

recover the population distribution n. 

Since no kinetic study has 1:>een performed, only rough estimates of nucleation and 

growth rates can be made. The size matrix should be selected in such a way as 

to give importance to the region on the size axis in which the majority of the 

particles are present, ie around Lavg. The matrix equations were solved for the 

CSD for experiments 50 and 51 given the specifications in Table 4.4. The recovered 

distributions are shown as dotted lines on Figure 4.8. The simulations are good 

about the average particle size but deviate from the data at larger sizes. Note that 

the values of nucleation and growth rates used here are rough estimates. 

----------- --- -------------------------
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Table 4.4. Parameters for the Recovery of Crystal Size Distributions for Experi-

ments 50 and 51. 

Parameter Expt.50 Expt. 51 

r,min 35 25 

Lav9' m 13 x 10-6 10 X 10-6 

BO, #/m3 4.2 x 104 7.6 X 104 

G, m/min 6.1 x 10-7 6.5 X 10-7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this segment of the study we have demonstrated the efficacy of pressure 

reduction crystallization as a means of micronizing drug particles. Furthermore, 

we can design depressurization strategies in order to make particles of various sizes 

and shapes. IT micronization is the goal, then a pressure reduction to atmospheric 

conditions or a sufficiently high pressure reduction within the supercritical phase is 

desireable, although the latter option is more practical industrially if the main sol

vent is to be recompressed and recycled. The main objective in to generate enough 

supersaturation to promote primary nucleation without allowing the particles time 

to grow. Using a proper depressurization scheme we were able to increase particle 

surface area a factor of 5. 

Observations were made regarding particle habit, size distribution, and 

growth rates in the SF phase. Supersaturation greatly affects the shape of the 

phenanthrene crystals produced. At low supersaturations crystals are well rounded, 

demonstrating the well known layer by layer growth pattern. At high supersatura

tions particles are skeleton-like with substantially higher surface area. Benzoic acid 
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crystal growth rates were found to be in the same order of magnitude as for crystal 

growth in liquid solutions. 

The moments transformation of the population balance equation was used 

to simulate the size distribution obtained experimentally. 



CHAPTER 5 

SALTING-OUT CRYSTALLIZATION 
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In this segment of the study the technique of "salting-out" of a solute from 

SF CO2 was developed by adding N2 at the same pressure and temperature to 

affect crystallization. This process is carried out at isobaric-isothermal conditions. 

Benzoic acid was first used to determine the validity of the salting out process at 

supercritical conditions. 

Salting out is a widely used technique in the chemical industry (e.g. Mullin, 

1972), wherein a third miscible (or dissolvable solid phase) compound is added to 

a liquid/solute phase to precipitate the solute. Crystallization of sodium sulfate 

is a good example (Canning, 1983) where NaCI is added to a sulfate-rich brine. 

Other examples are given by Murray and Larson, 1965; Parkinson, 1977; Price and 

Garside, 1987; Bator and Halasz, 1987. In conventional liquid phase salting out 

crystallization, a substance" called diluent is added to the saturated solution, thus 

reducing solute solubility in the solvent. There are two criteria for selection of a 

diluent. The diluent must be miscible and/or dissolve in the main solvent, and 

the final fluid must still precipitate the solute. In this study benzoic acid-rich SF 

C02 was diluted with high pressure nitrogen to induce crystallization at isothermal, 

isobaric conditions. Nitrogen is especially well suited for satisfying the requirements 

of a diluent. It is appreciably less dense than supercritical CO2 (see Figure 5.1). 

Furthermore, it has virtually no tendency to dissolve solids. The CO2-N2 salting

out system has the additional advantage of being composed entirely of non-toxic, 

non-contaminating compounds which are low in cost. The crystallization process 

is performed with no temperature or pressure swings. The main gases could be 

separated and recycled. 
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Figure 5.1. Density variations of CO2 and N2 with pressure at 318 K (C02 values 

are from Comings, 1956; N2 values are from Perry, 1973) . 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Benzoic acid, an antifungal agent, was chosen to demonstrate the feasibility 

of salting out at supercritical conditions. Its solubility in SF CO2 over a range of 

temperatures and pressures is available in the literature (see Appendix III). In this 

salting-out crystallization it was assumed that the solvent density, as a function 

of nitrogen addition, was responsible for supersaturation generation. However it is 

possible that molecular interactions between the N2 and the main solvent, CO2, are 

responsible for the depletion of solid solubility in SF. A Mettler-Paar densitometer 

model DMA60 was calibrated and used to measure the solution density in the 

crystallizer. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 compare the density values obtained for pure N2 

and CO2 in this study with those reported in the literature. 

Table 5.1. Variation of Pure N2 Density with Pressure at 318 K (literature vs. this 

study) 

Pressure 

bar 

224.1 

206.8 

172.4 

137.9 

103.4 

69.0 

34.5 

N2 Density, mole/cm3 x103 

Perry, 1973 This Study 

7.83 

7.31 

6.22 

5.06 

3.85 

2.59 

1.30 

7.42 

6.45 

5.27 

4.02 

2.76 

1.46 
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Table 5.2. Variation of Pure CO2 Density with Pressure at 318 K (literature values 

vs. this study) 

Pressure CO2 Density, mole/cm~ x103 

bar Comings, 1956 This Study 

220.6 18.87 18.86 

206.8 18.66 18.72 

172.4 17.76 18.01 

158.6 17.13 17.64 

137.9 15.85 16.78 

103.4 11.33 14.18 

68.9 4.00 7.10 

51.7 2.58 3.08 

34.5 1.54 1.63 

17.2 0.70 0.74 

6.9 0.33 0.30 
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The Milton-Roy Supercritical Extraction System, Model X10 was modified 

for salting out crystallization of benzoic acid (see Figure 5.2). The saturator was 

a 316 stainless steel vessel capable of withstanding 414 bar with fully openable 

enclosures. It was packed with multiple layers of benzoic acid powder and glass 

wool. Supercritical CO2 was passed through the saturator at sufficiently low flow 

rates to achieve equilibrium with the solid bed. Saturated SF CO2 then entered the 

crystallizer through a 1/16" tube located at the center of the crystallizer where it 

encountered N2 gas. The crystallizer, a 3/8" ID, 60 cc volume vessel, was always 

connected to a nitrogen tank at 241 bar. Therefore the concentration in the vessel 

was dependent on the rate at which saturated CO2 entered the crystallizer and 

the rate at which the solution left the vessel through an expansion valve. A high 

pressure circulation pump, MICROPUMP model 183-346 modified to withstand 

345 bar, provided mixing in the crystallizer to reduce localized supersaturation 

and hence primary nucleation effects. A high mesh filter prevented solids entering 

the circulation pump. Two high mesh sieves and glass wool were placed at the 

bottom of the crystallizer to avoid solids escape through the expansion valve. The 

crystallizer solution was continuously removed from the vessel through a Whitey 

31RS4 metering valve with 0.16 cm orifice. Upon expansion all the residual solute 

was precipitated and collected in a solids trap. These latter solids are products 

of rapid expansion of the high pressure effiuent, not the salting out process taking 

place in the crystallizer. Only solids collected inside the crystallizer are considered 

to have formed as a result of isobaric-isothermal mixing of saturated CO2 with N2 • 

The saturator and crystallizer were equipped with heating jackets. All 

the connecting lines were wrapped with heating tapes, regulated by rheostats, and 

maintained at the same temperature as the saturator (and crystallizer). Salting out 

experiments were performed at 241 bar and 318 K. The crystallizer was connected 
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Figure 5.2. Salting-out crystallization apparatus. 
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to a UV monitor (Milton-Roy Critical Extraction Monitor) and a high pressure 

densitometer (Mettler-Paar model DMA60). The UV monitor was sensitive to flow 

rate variations which were unavoidable due to frequent plugging of the expansion 

valve. Hence, it was used only for qualitative monitoring of solute concentration 

in the crystallizer. At the end of an experiment the crystallizer was isolated and 

depressurized. During the final depressurization some solids would form both inside 

and outside of the crystallizer. The continuous run times were long enough to 

minimize initial and final transient effects such as solid formation during the final 

depressurization of the crystallizer. 

RESULTS AND MODELING 

Benzoic acid solubility in SF CO2 has already been established (see Ap

pendix VII). To model the salting-out process the behavior of the solvent mixture 

at various nitrogen concentrations was determined. Modeling the crystallizer yield 

can then be done. 

It was assumed that the independent variable which is manipulated to in

duce supersaturation (and hence crystallization) is solvent density. Addition of 

nitrogen causes a dramatic reduction in solvent density. At supercritical conditions 

solvent density is often directly proportional to solvent power. 

It was first determined whether the CO2-N2 solvent mixture was supercrit

ical in the whole composition range of N2 • Mixture critical constants as a function 

of composition were calculated by the method proposed by Chueh and Prausnitz 

(1967). In this technique a corrected surface term is used along with an interaction 

parameter in order to find mixture critical temperature and volume. The mixture 
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critical pressure is found from the modified Redlich-Kwong equation of state. At 

241 bar and 318 K the CO2-N2 mixture is calculated to be always supercritical (see 

Chapter 2). 

It was calculated that gas-gas equilibria was not present using Temkin's 

criterion (1959). Based on this criterion a CO2-N2 mixture at 241 bar 318 K is 

single-phased and supercritical over the entire N2 composition range ( see Chapter 

2). 

After establishing that the mixture is always supercritical at the pressure 

and tempe!"ature of operation, the density of the CO2-N2 mixture as a function of 

nitrogen composition was measured and modeled. Solution density is a determining 

factor in solvent power. The salting out process in the SF phase most likely results 

from dilution (ie density reduction) of the SF solvent, CO2 • The Peng-Robinson 

equation of state with quadratic mixing rules was used to model the CO2-N2 mixture 

density. The Peng-Robinson equation of state is 

p= RT _ a 
V - b V(V + b) + b(V - b) 

The mixing rules are given as 

with 

b = I:2:Yiyj bij 
i j 

..... - ---_. __ .. _------------

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 
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(5.5) 

Pure component parameters are denoted ai and hi and can be calculated from 

component critical properties and accentric factor. A kij = -0.017, suggested by 

Prausnitz et al. (1986) for the CO2-N2 system, was used in this study. Cij was 

assumed to be zero. Equation (5.1) was then solved for mixture molar volume at 

different N 2 concentrations. In this approach the binary mixture is assumed to be 

a pure fluid whose constant parameters are found from a quadratic combination of 

pure component constants plus an interactive parameter kij. 

The experimental mixture density values are reported in Table 5.3. The 

model is compared to the experimental values in Figure (5.3). 

Table 5.3. Solvent Density as a Function of N2 Mole Fraction at 241 bar and 318 

K. 

N2 Mole Fraction 

0.00 

0.03 

0.22 

0.81 

0.91 

1.00 

Solvent Density, molejcm3 x 103 

19.2 

19.1 

15.7 

9.1 

8.0 

7.8 

When a solute was introduced into the system to test the salting out process, 

a binary mixture of CO2-N2 was still assumed. This assumption appears reasonable 

for low or non-volatile solutes (Schmitt and Reid, 1986). 
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It is assumed that salting out crystallization is brought about mainly by the 

reduction of solvent density due to the addition of the diluent. Treating the CO2-

N2 mixture as one fluid, pseudo-critical properties were derived for the fluid. Using 

the critical constants for benzoic acid, predictive solubility curves were derived for 

the solute at various N 2 concentrations. In this treatment no interaction parameter 

was used. Hence the derived curves are qualitative (see Figure 5.4). In a typical 

experiment the saturated feed, denoted as point 1, enters the crystallizer where it 

is diluted to point 2, resulting in solute crystallization. The amount crystallized 

would be (Y2,1 - Y2,2) per mole of solvent. The solution exiting the crystallizer is 

then expanded to ~tmospheric condition resulting in the precipitation of (Y2,2 - Pf ) 
amount of solids in the trap. Crystallizer yield is then defined as: 

Yield=( weight of solids formed in the crystallizer / total weight of solids formed 

(crystallizer + trap)) x 100 

or: 

y = Y2,1 - ~:; x100 
Y2,2-'i;-

(5.6) 

where Y is yield per mole of solvent. Recalling equation (2.41) which relates solute 

mole fraction to process condition we have: 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

- --------------------------------------------
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Figure 5.4. Variation of benzoic acid solubility with N2 addition at isobaric

isothermal conditions . 
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The only independent variable in above equations is the solute fugacity coefficient in 

the SF phase, keeping in mind that the salting-out crystallization process is isobaric 

and isothermal. Hence equation (5.6) can be written as: 

y= 
1 1 
~-~ 
1 1 r- Vip 
2,2 ezp* 

x100 (5.9) 

The solute fugacity coefficient varies as the diluent addition changes the physical 

properties of the solvent mixture. 

Table 5.4 shows the experimental yield values. These values are compared 

with the theoretical yields calculations in Figure 5.5. Note that, as expected, the 

experimental yield never reaches 100 %. This might be due to unrecovered solids, 

e.g. crystallization in the lines, pressure regulators, etc. Only 25 mole % N 2 was 

necessary to remove 77 % of the solute from the saturated solution (Based on 

theoretical yield calculations 90 % of the solute would be removed from the saturated 

solution with the addition of 25 mole % N2 ; compare Tables 5.4 and 5.5). It is not 

necessary to excessively dilute the crystallizer with nitrogen. Also note that the close 

correspondence between the experimental and theoretical yield values show that the 

qualitatively derived solubility curves for benzoic acid-pse11do CO2-N2 fluid system 

are correct. However N 2 concentration does affect the product size distribution. 

Particles produced at high nitrogen concentration were small with small aspect 

ratios, having been formed at high supersaturation rates probably by a primary 

nucleation mechanism. The products of low N 2 concentration runs were long needles 

having grown in a mainly saturated CO2 environment. In all the runs crystals were 

agglomerated on the walls or on the crystal trap at the bottom of the crystallizer. 

---------- -- ---------------------------
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Figure 5.5. Experimental vs. theoretical yield for salting-out crystallization of 

benzoic acid. 
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Table 5.4. Experimental Benzoic Acid Crystallization Yield vs. N 2 Mole Fraction 

in the Crystallizer 

N2 Mole Fraction 

Low Nitrogen Concentration 

0.01 

0.03 

0.06 

0.25 

High Nitrogen Concentration 

0.78 

0.90 

0.96 

0.97 

Crystallizer Yield in % 

19.3 

26.6 

23.4 

77.0 

94.7 

93.3 

94.7 

92.3 

To further test the applicability of the above yield calculation, theoretical 

yield was calculated for a salicylic acid salting-out crystallization system. These 

values are compared to benzoic acid theoretical yield in Table 5.5. Note that benzoic 

acid has a slightly lower yield than salicylic acid at low nitrogen concentrations but 

has a higher yield as the N 2 concentration rises. Salicylic acid was subsequently 

purified from its mixture with aspirin via salting-out crystallization (see Chapter 

6). 
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Table 5.5. Comparison of Benzoic Acid and Salicylic Acid Theoretical Crystalliza

tion Yields vs. N 2 Mole Fraction in the Crystallizer. 

N2 Mole Crystallizer Yield in % 

Fraction Benzoic Acid Salicylic Acid 

0.00 0.0 0.0 

0.05 25.1 31.0 

0.10 54.9 54.4 

0.15 73.6 73.6 

0.20 84.6 81.3 

0.25 91.0 88.3 

0.50 99.2 98.4 

0.75 99.8 99.6 

0.99 99.9 99.9 

Nitrogen concentration in the crystallizer greatly affects the pre- and post

expansion particle size and shape. Figure 5.6 shows a typical raw material crop 

(ie the benzoic acid which was packed in the saturator). This material had been 

ground to small sizes to facilitate solubilization in SF. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show pre

and post-expansion particles made at high CO2 concentrations in the crystallizer. 

The particles are large and needle-like. They were grown at close to equilibrium 

conditions, ie low supersaturation levels (C02 mole fraction in the crystallizer = 

0.97). Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show benzoic acid particles made in the crystallizer 

and in the solids trap at high nitrogen concentration (C02 mole fraction in the 

crystallizer = 0.10). These particles are considerably smaller and with small aspect 
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ratios. In all cases the particles were mostly agglomerated on the walls or on the 

crystal trap. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study a novel technique for crystallization of organic solids from 

supercritical fluids has been established. Unlike other studies to date, it introduces 

a third component to salt out the solute in an isobaric-isothermal crystallization 

process. The crystallizer yield for such an operation was theoretically modeled via 

solid-SF phase equilibria treatment and experimentally verified. It was observed 

that the dilution ratio in the crystallizer affected the final product size, allowing 

both precipitation of product and also manipulation of the product size. 

Solubilities of salicylic acid, aspirin, and the salicylic acid-aspirin mixture 

in SF phase were determined. These compounds demonstrate about an order of 

magnitude lower solubility in SF than benzoic acid. This supports the general 

observation made by other investigators that as the number of functional groups 

on a molecule increase, SF solubility decreases. This effect is exaggerated when 

compounds are compared to benzoic acid which is unusually soluble is SF due to 

its capacity to form dimers in the vapor phase. Solubility enhancement due to the 

existence of a second solid phase was observed. Aspirin solubility was enhanced in 

the presence of salicylic acid, while the addition of trace amounts of benzoic acid 

to the salicylic acid solid bed enhanced salicylic acid solubility in SF. It may be 

possible to use a volatile co-solute to increase the non-volatile solid solubility and 

hence productivity in SF operations. 
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Figure 5.6. Benzoic acid raw material; bar = 250 j.Lm. 
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Figure 5.7. Crystallization product in a low nitrogen concentration environment, 

CO2 mole fraction = 0.97; bar = 250 pm. 
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Figure 5.S. Expansion product in a low nitrogen concentration environment, CO2 

mole fraction = 0.97; bar = 50 pm. 
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Figure 5.9. Crystallization product in a high nitrogen concentration envirorunent, 

CO2 mole fraction = 0.10; bar = 250 11m. 
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Figure 5.10. Expansion product in a high nitrogen concentration environment, CO2 

mole fraction = 0.10; bar = 50 pm. 



CHAPTER 6 

FRACTIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION 
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Fractional crystallization can be accomplished by exploiting differences in 

saturation between two or more solutes. These differences are brought about by 

manipulation of some independent variable, typically temperature. A classic exam

ple is the separation of sodium and potassium chlorides using alternate evaporation 

and cooling stages with end liquor recycle and feed malee-up added to the first 

stage. Usually only a solubility diagram (solute concentration vs. temperature) is 

needed to design such simple binary fractional crystallization 'processes, but a com

plete phase diagram may be necessary for complex multi-component brines. Here a 

Salicylic acid-aspirin mixture was separated via selective crystallization from super

critical fluids. Due to their molecular similarity their mixture is especially difficult 

to separate. Like other conventional fractional crystallization processes the fh"st 

step was to determine the mixture solubility in the SF phase (see Chapter 3). 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The apparatus used in this segment is identical to the previously described 

salting-out apparatus (see Figure 5.2). In conventional fractional crystallization an 

impurity is present in small concentrations in a first crude crystal crop. The purpose 

of the refining crystallization step is to recrystallize the main solute without super

saturating the solution with respect to the impurity. A solid mixture of salicylic acid 

and aspirin was placed in the saturator. This mixture contained less than one weight 

percent aspirin, representing a typical first crude crop. Supercritical CO2 was passed 

through the solid bed and the saturated solution entered the crystallizer where it 
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mixed with the diluent. The solution was continuously removed from the crystal

lizer through an expansion valve following which all residual solutes precipitated in 

a. trap. At the end of an experiment the crystallizer was isolated and depressurized. 

The solids in the crystallizer as well as those collected in the trap were derivatized 

with N-methyl-N-tert-butyldimethylsilyl-triHuroacetamide (MTBSTFA) and ana

lyzed for composition using a Hewlett Packard 5880 Gas Chromatography-5988A 

Mass Spectroscopy unit. 

RESULTS 

The results of fractional crystallization runs are presented in Table 6.1. 

Both salicylic acid and aspirin were dissolved in SF CO2 in the saturator but the 

addition of nitrogen in the crystallizer only supersaturated salicylic acid, leading 

to crystallization of purified salicylic acid inside the crystallizer. Upon expansion 

through the exit valve both solutes were precipitated in the solids trap. Note that 

some aspirin contaminated the solids formed in the crystallizer during final depres

surization of the vessel. This contamination is unavoidable and has been noted 

by oth~r imrestigatO!B (Johnston "Jt al.~ 1987). Note, from Table 6.1, that a final 

salicylic acid purity of 99.3 % was obtained. The impurity level may have resulted 

entirely from unavoidable post-expansion precipitation of aspirin. 



Table 6.1. Fractional Crystallization of Salicylic Acid. 

Experiment 

102 

103 

104 

MODELING 

Compound Mole fraction in the Solid Phase 

Aspirin in Salicylic acid in 

Crystallizer Solids Trap Crystallizer Solids Trap 

0.007 0.065 0.993 0.935 

0.000 0.052 1.000 0.948 

0.013 0.067 0.987 0.933 

Average Purity 0.993 
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Modeling fractional crystallization consists of describing undersaturation of 

the saturator with respect to the impurity which is to be removed. Empirical solu

bility models, as opposed to those discussed in Chapter 3, were used to determine 

the maximum amount of aspirin that could be present in the saturator and yet not 

precipitate in the high pressure crystalHzer. 

Solids solubility in SF phase has been empirically modeled by several in

vestigators. Tsekhanskaya et al. (1964) modeled the solubility of naphthalene in 

ethylene and carbon dioxide using the following equation: 

lnC=E+Fp (6.1) 

where C is solute concentration in g/cm3 , p is compressed gas density, and E and 

F are constants. Stahl et al. (1978) used a logarithmic relation between solute 

concentration and gas density: 
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inC = EInp+F (6.2) 

and were able to model the solubility of a number of substances in CO2 and N2 • 

Chrastil (1982) assumed that solute molecules form complexes with the solvent. 

Hence the dissolution of a solid in SF phase might be written as: 

(6.3) 

where A and B denote solute and solvent molecules, respectively. "k" is the num

ber of gas molecules required for the complex formation, referred to as "association 

number" . "k" is not expected to be an integer since often there are several as

sociation complexes formed simultaneously. Hence "k" is an average equilibrium 

association number. Treating the above equation at equilibrium the following equa

tion is developed. 

C = /"exp(; + f) (6.4) 

or 

e 
inC = kInp+ (T + f) (6.5) 

where k, e, and f are constants. Such an equation is valid as long as dissolution of 

the solute does not appreciably alter solvent density. In Chrastil's study the above 

model held true for a large number of solutes. For the salicylic acid-aspirin mixture 

we get: 
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Salicylic Acid: 

In C = 1.55 In p + a (6.6) 

Aspirin: 

InC = 1.85 In p +,8 (6.7) 

where a and ,8 are functions of temperature only and hence are constant in the 

isothp.rmal purification process (also see Table 6.2 and Figures 6.1 and 6.2). 

Table 6.2. Mixture Solubilities of Aspirin and Salicylic Acid at 318 K as a Function 

of Solvent Density. 

Solvent Density (gIl) Sokte Concentration (gIl) 

286.0 

497.2 

616.0 

695.2 

783.2 

822.8 

840.4 

849.2 

Aspirin Salicylic Acid 

0.14 0.24 

0.42 0.60 

0.63 0.85 

0.81 1.05 

0.87 1.08 

1.06 1.31 

0.94 1.26 

1.10 1.31 
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Figure 6.2. Solubilities of salicylic acid and aspirin in SF CO2 as a function of 

solvent density (in logarithmic form). 
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For salting out crystallization the above empirical model might be more 

revealing than a conventional solid-vapor equilibria treatment because it allows one 

to deal directly with solvent density as an independent variable. The solvent density 

is being varied by addition of an inert diluent under isothermal-isobaric conditions. 

From the above equations the maximum amount of aspirin which could be present 

in the saturator was determined so that the solution would remain undersaturated 

with respect to aspirin in the crystallizer. Note that aspirin solubility in SF is more 

sensitive to solvent density variations than salicylic acid: 

8lnCaap = 1.85 
8p 

OlnCaa = 1.55 
8p 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

This could be explained physically if we recall that "k" is an association number, ie 

the average number of solvent molecules required to interact with a solute molecule 

in order to solubilize it. The aspirin association number is higher, ie more solvent 

molecules are needed to solubilize it. Therefore aspirin solubility is more affected 

by solvent dilution. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the salting-out fractional separation experiments nearly pure salicylic 

acid was crystallized in the high pressure crystallizer. For such operations a binary 

solubility diagram is sufficient to allow us to design the crystallization process in 

such a way as to undersaturate the SF solution with respect to the undesired com

pound. In Chapter 3 the possible use of co-solutes, solids that if present in trace 
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amounts can dramatically increase the main solid's solubility in SF, was mentioned. 

A fractional crystallization scheme, such as the one demonstrated here, might then 

be used to separate a co-solute from the main solid product. 
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CHAPTER 7 

GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY AFFINITY TESTING 

For most compounds, solid solubility in SF is prohibitively low. Hence 

to establish practical crystallization processes it is desireable to increase the SF 

phase solvent power. As stated in the introduction segment of this study, numerous 

investigators has found that addition of trace amounts of a co-solvent, typically an 

organic liquid, to SF enhances solvent power by as much as a factor of 6 (Dobbs et 

al., 1986 and 1987; Wong and Johnston, 1986). However, aside from rule of thumb 

considerations regarding the interaction of polar molecules with polar ones and 

nonpolar ones with each other, no systematic technique for selection of a co-solvent 

for a given solute exists. 

Here we attempt to develop a systematic method for selecting co-solvents. 

It has been proposed that the affinity of a solvent vapor for a solute is directly 

related to its ability to dissolve the solute at supercritical conditions (Prausnitz, 

1986). It is further proposed that this affinity can be measured by the following 

procedure. A gas chromatography column is packed with a mixture of the solid of 

interest and an inert filler. This constitutes the immobile phase. Small amounts 

of vaporized co-solvents are then introduced into the mobile phase (N2) as a pulse 

and the retention time of this pulse measured. The same experiment is repeated 

using a column packed entirely with the inert filler, and the ratio of retention times 

is computed. This ratio is then divided by the retention time ratio of a reference 

compound (i.e., one giving a short residence time and a sharp peak). This value 

defines a ranking of co-solvent affinities for the solute of interest. 

The validity of this procedure can be evaluated by measuring the solubiliza

tion of the solute in a solvent/co-soivent mixture at supercritical conditions. IT the 
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same ~solvent shows the highest affinity for the solute in both cases, then the pro

posed technique might be useful. The advantage of such a technique is clear: a large 

number of potential co-solvents can be screened using a simple gas chromatograph 

operated at 1 atm. The GC is a ubiquitous instrument in most laboratories. 

A similar study was performed by Tassios (1970) in which Gas-Liquid Chro

matogr~phy (GLC) was used for screening extractive distillation solvents. It was 

shown that the ability of a liquid to successfully separate a liquid mixture in an ex

tractive distillation process can be correlated with the interaction of a partitioning 

liquid with an injected gas mixture in a GLC column. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In our experiments, a total of 16 potential co-solvents were screened for 

two pharmaceutical solutes, griseofulvin and digoxin. The choice of 16 co-solvents 

covered a range of organic compounds having different functional grou.ps. Table 7.1 

lists these potential co-solvents. The choice of the 16 cosolvents covered a range 

of organic compounds. All gas chromatographic experiments were performed at 1 

atm pressure and 50°C (column temperature). This temperature was low enough 

to ensure that no solute dissociation or polymorphit; transformation of solute would 

occur during the experiments. Small volumes of co-solvent vapor (from 0.001 mL to 

1 mL, depending on the volatility of the co-solvent) were injected into the N 2 carrier 

gas as a pulse, and the retention tiUles were measured. To ensure that the solid 

did not adsorb certain compounds irreversibly (therefore resulting in changes in 

surface properties), the experiment was repeated changing the order of injected co

solvents. A Perkin-Elmer model Sigma 2B GC unit was used. Concentration pulses 
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were measured with a Hame ionization detector. Only the most active potential 

co-solvents and the reference co-solvent were tested at supercritical conditions. 

Table 7.1. Screened SF Co-solvents for Griseofulvin and Digoxin. 

acetone ethanol 

ammonia formaldehyde 

benzene methanol 

butyl acetate methyl ethyl ketone 

carbon tetrachloride m-xylene 

chloroform n-heptane 

cyclohexanone petroleum ether 

It was not our purpose to measure the solubilization of these solutes in all 16 

possible CO2 /co-solvent fluids, but rather to screen the list of potential co-solvents 

for an effective SF mixture which might dramatically increase solid solubmty. 

The solubility measurement apparatus described in chapter 3 was used 

to measure solid solubility in pure CO2 and CO2/co-solvent mixtures. All high 

pressure solubility experiments were performed at 241 bar and 323 K. 

To further investigate the validity of the co-solvent selection procedure, so

lute co-solvent affinity was measured by gas chromatography for certain compounds 

for which solubility in supercritical CO2 data were available in the literature (Dobbs 

et al., 1987, Wong and Johnston, 1986). The additional solutes studied were choles

terol, stigmasterol, and 2-amino benzoic acid. It was not intended to find "the best" 

co-solvent for these compounds, thus GC affinity tests were only performed on the 

co-solvents that were reported in the literature on these solutes. 
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RESULTS 

Results of the GC affinity tests are summarized in Table 7.2. Solute con

centrations in the SF phase for griseofulvin and digoxin as well as for cholesterol, 

stigmasterol, and 2-amino benzoic acid are presented in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.2. Solute/Co-Solvent Affinity measured by GC Retention Times. 

Normalized 

Pulse 2-Amino 

Retention Griseo- Choles- Stigmas- Benzoic 

Ratio fulvin Digoxin terol terol Acid 

dichloro-

methane 1.00 1.00 

butyl acetate 1.40 1.20 

cyclo-

hexanone 1.43 1.42 

methanol 1.03 1.15 1.27 2.23 1.21 

ethanol 1.02 1.29 1.20 1.47 

acetone .98 1.03 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Reference no-affinity compounds used for normalization were dichloromethane for 

griseofulvin and digoxin, and acetone for cholesterol, stigmasterol, and 2-amino 

benzoic acid. 
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Table 7.3. Solid Solubilities in Supercritkal CO2 and CO2 /Co-Solvent Solution. 

Co- Solubility in Co-Sol. Induced Reaction or 

Solvent, mole Solubility Complex 

Solute Mole % fraction x 105 Enhancement Formation 

Griseo- a, 1.50±0.25 1.0 no 

fulvin b,3.5 1.37±0.99 0.9 no 

c,3.5 6.36±1.50 4.2 no 

d,3.5 5.45±2.69 3.6 yes 

Digoxin a, 0.18±0.07 1.0 no 

b,3.2 0.19±0.05 1.1 yes 

d,3.0 1.76 9.8 yes 

e,3.5 0.39±0.24 2.2 yes 

f,7.2 0.17±0.03 1.0 no 

Choles- a, 0.81 1.0 no 

terol* f,3.5 19.30 7.2 no 

e,3.5 6.54 2.4 yes 

g,3.5 10.10 3.8 no 

Stigmas- a, 0.81 1.0 no 

terol* f,3.5 0.98 1.2 yes 

e,3.5 3.25 3.9 yes 

g,3.5 1.41 1.6 no 

2-Amino- a, 12.70 1.0 no 

Benzoic f,3.5 91.00 7.2 no 

Acid* g,3.5 39.00 3.1 no 



a = pure CO2 

b = CO2/ dichloromethane 

c = CO2 /butyl acetate 

d = C02 / cyclohexanone 
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e = CO2/ethanol 

f = CO2/methanol 

g = CO2/acetone 

*From Wong, J.M. and K.P. Johnston, Biotechnology Progress, Vo1.2, No.1, 20 

(1986). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show that there is correspondence between co-solvent 

normalized residence time in the GC column and the C02/co-solvent solubility in 

the SF phase. This one-to-one correspondence breaks down, however, when solid 

complexes are formed or chemical reactions occur. For example, the highest affinity 

index for griseofulvin was obtained in conjunction with cyclohexanone. At super

critical conditions, use of cyclohexanone as a cosolvent resulted in the decomposition 

of gnseofulvin. When butyl a-eetate was used as co-solvent, only pure griseofulvin 

was detected in the product solid. As a result, butyl acetate is considered to be the 

best co-solvent for griseofulvin. 

The problem was more pronounced for solid digoxin, which formed com

plexes or compounds with several of the selected co-solvents. At first glance, cyclo

hexanone would appear to be a good co-solvent for digoxin (solubility enhancement 

of 9.8 based on weight gain measurements in the U-tube trap). Further analysiR of 

-----------------------------
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the solid product by thin layer chromatography, however, showed that there was no 

digoxin present (see Figure 7.1). 

For cholesterol and stigmasterol GCAT predicts solubility enhancement in 

the SF phase by the introduction of belected co-solvents. However, it incorrectly 

rates these "potentially good co-solvents" when the introduction of these chemicals 

results in the formation of solid complexes in the SF phase (Wong and Johnson, 

1986). This is evident in the case of stigmasterol in which GCAT predicts that 

both methanol and ethanol enhances stigmasterol solubility in SF CO2 , but pre

dicts methanol to be a better co-solvent than ethanol. Both methanol and ethanol 

form complexes, which might be the reason for GCAT's incorrect ranking of the po

tential co-solvents. GCAT, a test performed at atmospheric pressure, cannot predict 

formation of solid complexes or reaction products at supercritical conditions. For 

2-aminobenzoic acid, since no complex formation occurred, GCAT results corre

sponded with the SF solubility data. 

The rapid scanning technique presented here might be useful for selection 

of a co-solvent. Given a list of compounds, GCAT can eliminate certain chemicals 

as not useful and predict others as potentially good co-solvents. As shown in Tables 

8.2 and 8.3, all compounds having a GC normalized pulse retention time greater 

than 1.0C, increased solute solubility when used as co-solvents in the SF phase. 

However, when the introduction of a co-solvent results in the formation of solid 

complexes/compounds at supercritical conditions, GCAT may give false positives 

(ie incorrectly predict a useful co-solvent), as in the case of cyclohexanone with 

griseofulvin, or may not be able to determine the best co-solvent among the poten

tial candidates, as in the case of stigmasterol. Therefore, GCAT must be viewed 

more as a screening technique for elimination of certain chemicals as potential can

didates, rather than as a technique for selection of "the best" co-solvent. Once a 
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Figure 7.1. Thin-Layer chromatography of (a) Griseofulvin, and (b) Digoxin. Spots 

1,2, and 3 represent the raw material, the mixture, and the solid precipitated from 

SF CO2 solution with (a) butyl-acetate and (b) with cyclohexanone. Spectrum (a) 

does not show reaction compound formation while (b) does. 
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list of chemicals has been narrowed down through GCAT scanning, the remaining 

compounds must be tested at supercritical conditions, based on these latter tests, 

the best co-solvent can be determined. 

---- --- - - .. _---------------------
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The focus of this study has been the solubility and subsequent crystr.lliza

tion of pharmaceutical compounds from supercritical fluids. As a result solubilities 

of a number of organic solids, with pharmaceutical applications, were determined 

in SF CO2 • The productivity of a crystallization process is a direct function of the 

solid solubility in the main solvent. Solute functional groupings, the presence of 

suitable co-solvents, as well as considerable solvent density are important factors in 

determining how much solute may be dissolved in the solvent and subsequently crys

tallized in purified and desired size range. We have concluded that as the number 

of polar functional groups on a solute molecule increases, its solubility is decreased. 

Addition of a few mole percent of a suitable co-solvent, typically an organic liq

uid, can increase solute solubility by as much as an order of magnitude. A Gas 

Chromatography Affinity Test (GCAT) was proposed and tested, which allows us 

to systematically select a co-solvent from a list of potential candidates. In addition 

it was observed that the addition of co-solutes, ie trace amounts of a more volatile 

solid, may also increase solute solubility. 

To manipulate product size distribution, pressure reduction crystallization 

was found to be a useful tool due to the widely varied levels of supersaturations 

that it can generate. A sustained high level of supersaturation coupled with a short 

particle residence time in the supersaturated environment results in the formation 

of submicron particles. Conversely, if a large particle size is desired, an "optimal" 

depressurization scheme, ie one that allows for an initial burst of nuclei followed by 

a small supersaturation level sufficient for particle growth but not for further pri

mary nucleation, may be used. An interesting observation of this study is that it is 
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not necessary to expand a saturated supercritical solution to atmospheric condition 

in order to make small particles. A sufficiently large pressure reduction within the 

supercritical region will generate large enough supersaturation levels to result in pri

mary nucleation, and hence the formation of submicron particles. This observation 

might be of importance in industrial applications of SF for particle micronization. 

The expanded solvent, which is still supercritical, could be easily recompressed and 

J!rculated. 

To demonstrate to flexibility of crystallization at supercritical conditions, 

salting-out crystallization of benzoic acid via addition of high pressure nitrogen 

was performed. A novel technique of purifying pharmaceutical mixtures using a 

CO2-N2 mixture was demonstrated in this study. Nearly pure salicylic acid was 

precipitated from a mixture of salicylic acid and aspirin via addition of high pressure 

nitrogen. The amount of added nitrogen also affects the product size distribution, 

through affecting the degree of supersaturation, although the supersaturation levels 

produced are mild compared to pressure reduction crystallization. 

To apply supercritical fluid technology to pharmaceutical solids, one point 

must first be addressed. Does the compound have sufficient solubility in SF in order 

to operate a practical 'crystallization process in term of productivity? If not then 

several potential co-solvents must be selected using the conventional rules of th~mb, 

ie polar-polar interactions and hydrogen bonding capability between the solute and 

the potential co-solvent. This list of candidates can then be further narrowed down 

by Gas Chromatography Affinity Testing which should result in one or two possible 

co-solvents whose solubility enhancement capabilities would then be tested at high 

pressure. 
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Once a decision is made to proceed with crystallization at supercritical 

conditions, a crystallization scheme should be designed based on the goals which 

are to be achieved: 

• To make small particles use: 

a. Rapid expansion of the saturated solution via pressure reduction. 

b. Isobaric-isothermal salting-out crystallization with a large diluent concen

tration in the crystallizer in order to produce a large supersaturation level. 

In both cases, if a co-solvent is used, a "wash column" may be used to 

remove the organic co-solvent from the final product at high pressuxe. 

• To make large particles use: 

a. Programmed pressure reduction crystallization which results in a.'1 initial 

burst of nuclei followed by a small supersaturation level yielding in a con

stant growth rate without further primary nucleation. 

b. Salting-out crystallization at low diluent concentrations. 

• To purify a solid mixture an isobaric-isothermal salting- out crystallization may be 

employed to supersaturate the solution with respect to one of the solute components. 

The amount of diluent added will also affect the product size distribution of the 

purified substance. 

Suggestions For Future Studies 

Because of their low solubility in supercritical fluids, the use of liquid co

solvents :might be desireable. In order to minimize product contamination a wash 

column operated at supercritical conditions could be developed. Crystal washing is 

standard practice in conventional liquid-phase crystallization. This concept must 

be tested in which the precipitated particles are subjected to fresh supercritical 
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fluid before expansion. Most co-solvents form a single homogeneous phase with the 

supercritical fluid and hence would 'gradually be removed from the system with a 

steadily increasing ratio of N2/C02 until a pure N2 stream would wash the product 

crystals. 

Isothermal-isobaric salting-out crystallization should be explored further. 

The main advantage of this technique, aside from the fact that neither the system 

pressure nor temperature requires manipulation, is that both the solvent and the 

diluent can be non-toxic non-contaminating inexpensive gases. SF mixture separa

tion via membranes or the liquefaction of C02 followed by recirculation of the gases 

might increase the productivity of the process. SF separation processes involving 

only CO2 and N 2 gases might ultimately prove to be the most cost-effective way 

of separation and purification of a thermally labile pharmaceutical solute mixture. 

It would not only allow separation but also size manipulation through the diluent 

concentration present in the crystallizer. 

The salting-out process might also be useful in separating co-solutes, solids 

added to the main solute in trace amounts to increase its solubility in the supercrit

ical phase, from the main solid product. Undersaturation of the SF solution with 

respect to the co-solute is easily achievable, as demonstrated in Chapter 7. The 

addition and subsequent removal of the co-solute, via salting-out, could be an al

ternative to the use of co-solvents and wash columns :n increasing the productivity 

of a SF crystallization process. 
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EF 
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NOMENCLATURE 

parameter in Peng-Robinson equation of state (PREOS), 

(cm3 /mole)2 x bar 

binary interaction parameter in PREOS 

mixture parameter in Peng-Robinson equation of state, 

(cm3 /mole)2x bar 

parameter in Peng-Robinson equation of state, cm3 /mole 
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mixture parameter in Peng-Robinson equation of state, cm3 /mole 

particle birth function, (length4 .time)-1 

nucleation rate, # / (volume.time) 

concentration of solute, mass/volume 

saturation concentration of solute, mass/voltLme 

solute concentration at time O,mass/volume 

interaction parameter in quadratic mixing rules, dimensionless 

particle death function, (length4.time)-1 

solubility enhancement factor 

fugacity of component i in the solid phase, bar 

fugacity of component i in the vapor phase, bar 

gravitational acceleration 

linear growth rate, m/min 

crystal shape factor, dimensionless 

binary interaction parameter in quadratic mixing rules, 

dimensionless 

constant in the primary nucleation rate equation 

particle size, m 



n 

N 

t 

T 

v 

VB 
2 

u 
Yi 

y 

Z 

ith moment of particle size distribution, dimensionless 

population density, #/(length)4 

population density in stream k, #/(length)4 

nuclei density, #/(length)4 

number of particles in a size range 

total number of particles present in a system 

pressure, bar 

pure solid vapor pressure, bar 

volumetric flow rate of stream k, volume/time, 

gas constant, bar.m3 /(mole.K) 
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supersaturation, C / C·, also defined as the surface of a control volume 

time, minutes 

temperatUre, °C or K 

fluid mixture critical temperature, K 

fluid mixture molar volume, mole/ cm3 , 

also defined as a control volume 

pure fluid 1 molar volume, mole/cm3 

solid molar volume, mole/ cm3 

fluid mixture critical molar volume, m3 /mole 

internal energy 

mole fraction of component i in a fluid mixture, dimensionless 

crystallizer product yield, dimensionless 

fluid mixture compressibility factor, dimensionless 

pure fluid 1 compressibility factor, dimensionless 

parameter in Chrastil's density model 

parameter in Chrastil's density model 



v 

Vint 

T 

p 

p:; 

T·· I) 

a segment in the particle size axis, 

velocity vector 

external velocity vector 

internal velocity vector 

nonconvective flux of tP 

potential energy 

pure solid fug~ity coefficient at satl1ration or V;:lpor pressure 

fugacity coefficient of component i in the vapor phase 

total flux of property tP 

property per unit volume 

net rate of generation of tP in a control volume 

unit vector perpendicular to the surface of a control volume 

chemical potential of species i in phase a 
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interaction parameter in estimation of fluid mixture critical properties 

fluid density 

solid density 

total .residence time, min 

interaction parameter in estimation of fluid mixture critical properties 
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APPENDIX I. GAUSS'S DIVERGENCE THEOREM 

The Gauss's divergence theorem states (O'Neil, 1983): 

For a regular, positively oriented closed surface S, and vector F with its divergence 

V . F being continuous over S and the region enclosed by S the following relationship 

holds: 

J Is F = J J Iv V· Fdxdydz (AI.l) 
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APPENDIX II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS SPECIFICATIONS 

The High pressure apparatus used in this study was a Milton-Roy Super

critical Extraction System, Model X-I0. It was equipped with a UV solubility 

monitor. 

The extraction system has the following specifications: 

e Maximum allowable wor!-.ing pressure: 5000 psig at 100°C. 

• Operating temperature: 25-100°C. 

• System Dimensions: (overall Cabinet) 31(3/8)" H x 47(1.2)" Lx 18" D. 

• System Weight: 170 lbs. 

• Pressure Vessels: 55 ml capacity, 316 SS construction high pressure cylin

ders with fully openable enclosures. 

• Pump: duplex Milton Roy packed plunger metering pump with manual mi

crometers for flow adjustment. Variable flow rate of 0-460 ml/hour/pump 

head. The pump head is jacketed to handle liquid C02 and an auxiliary 

pump head is available for liquid sample or co-solvent modifier. It is de

signed to deliver liquid against positive pressure to 6000 psig. 

• Static Mixer: 21 element 1.4 inch 0.0. in line static mixer, 316 SS con

struction. 

• Materials of Construction: (Process Wetted Surfaces) 316 SS pressure ves

sel, tubing, metering pump heads, Buna N (Butadiene-Acrylonitirile Co

polymer) quick connect seals. 

A Critical Extraction Monitor, a variable wavelength ultraviolet-visible 

light detector, was also available for on-line measurement of solute concentration at 

supercritical conditions. The monitor design specifications are: 
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• Dimensions: Monitor with fluid cell module 10(1/4)" wide x 21( 3/4)" deep 

x 5(3/4)" high. 

• Weight: 20.75Ibs. 

• Fluid Cell: Special high pressure 5000 psig at 60 C maximum allowable 

working pressure design. 

• Materials of Construction: (Process wetted surfaces) 450 SS cell housing, 

fused quartz flow cell, teflon seals. 

• Fluid Cell Vc.lume: .5cc. 

• Wavelength Range: 190-700 nanometers. 

• Absorbance Ranges: Eleven settings from 2.0 to 0.001 absorbance units. 

-------------------------- ------. 
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APPENDIX III. SOLUBILITIES OF BENZOIC ACID AND PHENAN

THRENE IN SUPERCRITICAL CARBON DIOXIDE 

Solubilities of benzoic acid and phenanthrene in supercritical CO2 have 

been studied extensively in thermodynamic studies on organic solid- supercritical 

fluid interactions. In our study we have taken advantage of the published data on 

benzoic acid-SF CO2 (Schmitt and Reid, 1986) and phenanthrene-SF CO2 (Kurnik 

et al, 1981). They are reproduced in the following tables. 

Table 1I!.1. Solubility of Benzoic Acid in SF CO2 • 

T(OC) P(bar) Solute Mole Fraction 

35.1 101.0 O.SxlO-3 

35.0 113.0 1.03xlO-3 

35.0 120.0 1.38x10-3 

35.1 151.0 1.74xlO-3 

35.0 160.0 2.37x10-3 

35.0 240.0 3.10xlO-3 

35.0 280.0 3.31x10-3 

34.9 282.3 2.93x10-3 

34.9 363.8 3.15x10-3 

45.1 101.0 0.26xlO-3 

45.1 105.0 0.493x10-3 

45.1 113.0 0.561xlO-3 

45.0 120.0 1.15x10-3 
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45.1 1~1.0 1.98xlO-3 

45.0 160.0 2.38x10-3 

45.0 200.0 3.18x10-3 

45.0 240.0 4.21x10-3 

45.0 280.0 4.39x10-3 

44.9 282.3 4.01x10-3 

45.0 302.5 4.444 x 10-3 

45.0 363.1 4.87x10-3 

55.1 101.0 0.14 x 10-3 

55.0 105.0 0.22x10-3 

55.1 111.0 0.30x10-3 

55.0 120.0 0.49x10-3 

55.1 126.0 0.75x10-3 

55.1 151.2 1.94x10-3 

55.0 160.0 2.27x10-3 

55.0 200.4 3.83xlO-3 

55.0 240.0 5.16xlO-3 

55.1 281.0 5.68xlO-3 

54.9 302.5 6.36xlO-3 

55.0 363.3 7.17xlO-3 

70.1 101.0 0.122x10-3 

70.0 111.0 0.222x10-3 

70.1 126.0 0.550x10-3 

70.1 151.2 1.54 x 10-3 

69.9 200.9 5.00xlO-3 



70.1 

69.9 

281.0 

364.1 

Table 111.2. Solubility of Phenanthrene in SF CO2 • 

T(OC) P(bar) 

45 120 

45 160 

45 200 

45 240 

45 280 

55 120 

55 160 

55 200 

55 240 

55 280 

65 120 

65 160 

65 200 

65 240 

65 280 

9.02xlO-3 

12.8xlO-3 

Solute Mole Fraction 

8.49x10-4 

1.40 x 10-3 

1.70xlO-3 

2.23x10-3 

2.28xlO-3 

4.65x10-4 

1.51x10-3 

2.14xlO-3 

2.79xlO-3 

3.19x10-3 

3.28xlO-4 

1.18xlO-3 

2.37xlO-3 

3.28xlO-3 

3.84xlO-3 

- -- -- ------... -------------
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APPENDIX IV. MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

In modeling solid-SF equilibria we have estimated the pure solute compo

nent parameters in the Peng- Robinson equation of state from linear regression of 

the solid solubility data. The "working equation" for modeling solid solubility in 

SF is (equation (2.34»: 

(AlV.1) 

Writing this equation in terms of the solute fugacity coefficient, tI>~, and neglecting 

the solute vapor pressure in the exponential term (ie assuming a low volatility solid, 

hence P > > p;P, we obtain: 

"J.V p;P 1 (112" P) 
0/2 = --exp --

P Y2 RT 
(AIV.2) 

Writing equation (AIV.2) in logarithmic form: 

v VP V2"P 
Intl>2 = InP2 - InP - InY2 + RT (AlV.3) 

If we are using the Peng-Robinson equation of state to model the solid-SF phase 

equilibria, the fugacity coefficient becomes (see MODELING in Chapter 3): 

Inti>; = b2 (Zl -1) -In (P(VI - bd ) 
bl RT 

(AlVA) 
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Note that this equation is in the form: 

(AIV.5) 

where 

A= ZI-1 (AIV.6) 

(AIV.7) 

c - ( al ) In (VI + 2.414bI ) 
- .j8RTbI VI - 0.414bI 

(AIV.8) 

Equating equation (AIV.4) and (AIV.5) we obtain: 

(A . "n ~ n c Vf;2 I p,vp B V; PIP I ;- v)- - £. - - n 2 = + -- - n - nY2 
bI al RT 

(AIV.9) 

Note that we wish to determine the pure solute parameters, ie vapor pressure, a2, 

and ~, because for most pharmaceutical compounds t,hey are unknown. Once we 

have regressed them from a few data points, they can be used to model the solid-

fluid behavior over a wide range of pressures. Therefore for our discussion here all 

the other variables, such as VI, P, and Y2 are known. 

To perform multiple linear regression we write the equation (AIV.9) in the 

form: 

(AIV.10) 

.- ~ .. -.---"------------
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where 

v,"P 
F3 = B + ~T - InP - InY2 (AIV.ll) 

(AIV.12) 

(AIV.13) 

(AIV.14) 

~ (AIV.15) al == hI 

and 

If; a2 == al (AIV.16) 

Linear regression implies that we want to choose the values of the parameters a o , 

aI, and a2 so that they define a plane in such a way that the sum of the squares 

of deviations ofthe actual points from the plane is a minimum. Equation (AN.I0) 

for the ith data point becomes: 

(AIV.17) 

where ei is the error. Therefore 

--------- -- ---- ---.. -_. ----------------



and 

were S is to be minimized. For a minimwn we need: 

Hence 

as = 0 
aao 

as = 0 
aal 

as = 0 
aa2 

Rearranging this set of equations we obtain: 

. ~ .-- ~---.----------
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(AIV.lS) 

(AIV.19) 

(AIV.20) 

(AIV.2l) 

(AIV.22) 

(AIV.23) 

(AIV.24) 

(AIV.25) 

(AIV.26) 

(AIV.27) 



L:: F3iF2i = L::(aO F2i + alFliF2i + a2Fii) 
i. 

Removing the constants from the summations we get: 

L::(F3iFli) = ao L::(Fil) + al L::(Fli ) + a21)FliF2i) 
i i 

Writing these equations in matrix form we obtain: 

n 

l:i(Fli) 
l:i(F2i) 
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(AIV.28) 

(AIV.29) 

(AIV.30) 

(AIV.31) 

This matrix equation can be inverted and solved for the parameters ao , aI, and a2. 

As mentioned above, in our solubility models a o would correspond to solid vapor 

pressure, al to the ratio /f;, and a2 to the ratio ~ (which are constants in the 

Peng-Robinson equation of state). 

If the solid vapor pressure is known, the the above matrix becomes 2x2: 

Note that the functions FSi and F4i are not equivalent to the ones mentioned in the 

3x3 matrix. They are however related to the various parameters in the vapor-solid 

equilibria model. They can be derived from equation (AIV.9) in which solid vapor 

pressure is now a known variable. 
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